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iq Unrversrry graduates, who buy many, many thousands of motor 

3 cats priced above $1,000, choose Buick with significant regularity. In 

cco fact, they buy nearly twice as many Buicks as the second car in Buick’s 

ee ners as eek price range. Furthermore, this preference for Buick is held by the 
ship of Buicks by graduates 0, i ‘ _ . 3 

15 leading universities were oldest alumni and by the youngest—a fact established in an impartial 

a KA The Graduate survey* among the graduates of fifteen leading universities, including 
roup of alumni magazines s ° r 

and by the alumni association your own. Buick considers this one of the finest compliments ever 
of the universities. Pp aid its cars 

Now, since the introduction of the New Buick Eight, an even greater 

number of university men are concentrating their buying on this one 

car. Buick’s new Wizard Control, combining the Automatic Clutch, 

Free Wheeling and Silent-Second Syncro-Mesh Transmission, appeals 

to them as a notable contribution to driving ease and pleasure. The 

Buick high-compression Valve-in-Head Straight Eight engine provides 

new degrees of speed, snap and smoothness in performance. And 

Buick’s 26 models, priced from $935 to $2055, f. 0. b. Flint, Michigan, 

rm fh include one or more body types to suit almost every personal or family 
Wl: a a ; : : 

a » | need. University men have been quick to recognize and accept this 

|) <a new Straight Eight as the outstanding Buick of all time. 

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THEM... PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
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The Wisconsin Alumni Magazine is one of your best mediums for general advertising 

purposes. A careful: perusal of the following facts regarding our readers, gleaned from 

a questionnaire sent to two thousand subscribers, will bear out this statement. 

They are interested—59%” replied to the above mentioned questionnaire. y: ual 
They are educated—all are university graduates or former students. 

They possess ample buying power—the average annual salary of our y ying <P 8 
readers is $7,646.42. 

70% own stock and bonds with an average income from investments 
of $4,728.34. ) 

75% own life insurance with an average holding of $30,722.53. 

60% ownjtheir own homes with an average valuation of $22,079.43. 

89% own automobiles with a ratio of 1.5 cars per reader. 

100% have travel intentions. 

You can find.no better medium in which to advertise your product or services to Wisconsin 
alumni. Write today for rates and further information regarding our readers. 

This is your magazine — make use of it. 
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JUDGE EVAN A. EVANS, °97 

Fellow Alumni: 

Should the University accept a gift? A puzzling question, provocative of discussion! But, 

it’s not half as inviting as,—When is it a privilege to make a gift? A common answer to 

both questions may be found in “It all depends.” Depends upon what? Upon the nature 

and the purpose of the gift. 

The Alumni Association is about to call upon all former students to join in making a 

gift, the worthiness of which is beyond the suspicion of the most skeptical. The nature 

and the purpose of the gift make it clearly a privilege for those, who are able so to do, to 

donate. To help needy and worthy students, whose funds are exhausted, requires no ar- 

gument to fortify its appeal. The Alumni Association never tackled a worthier cause than 

to raise $10,000 to help such students remain in the University for the rest of the year. 

, Begging or soliciting, even for a worthy cause, is generally not alluring. But offering 

another an opportunity to share in a privilege is quite a different matter. When the let- 

ter, which as chairman of the committee, I shall soon send to you, extending to you the 

privilege of joining in the finest work the Alumni have ever undertaken, is received, 

please view it as an honor—a privilege—aye, as it is intended to be, a compliment to 

you and to your full appreciation of our University’s goal—an instrument of service. 

And as a corollary to the foregoing, it follows that it’s not the amount of the gift, but 

the spirit of the giver that determines and defines the character and the worth of the act. 

January 5, 1932.
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Al i Help Needed 

1 St dent L Fund Drive 

UE TO the prevailing economic conditions there dents. The maximum loan to be granted from the fund 

has been an unusually heavy demand upon the shall be $100. Most of the loans will probably be in 
student loan funds at the University. More stu- smaller amounts. 

dents than ever before have found it necessary Judge Evan A. Evans, ’97, of the United States Cir- 

to replenish their rapidly diminishing supply of money cuit Court of Appeals of Chicago, has been selected as 

from these funds, during the past year. To further ag- general chairman to head up the campaign to raise the 

gravate the situation, many of the borrowers have been amount desired. Judge Evans has already begun his 

unable to make their usual repayments due to the scar- drive and in conjunction with it has issued the state- 

city of full time jobs during the summer months and ment which appears on the following page. Some 

part time jobs during the school _ alumni have already received 

year. The number of students pS “— their letters and have contribut- 

seeking part time work has risen een cae " (ht ) ed their share to the cause. 
sharply thus making the dearth ip. al nary ‘ ue y This is an opportunity for 

of these jobs even more notice- ne '5 Lot as i ten i f 4s alumni of Wisconsin to do some- 

able. As a result, due to these de- 4 Ve he. Rev} wots ne thing really worthwhile for the 
faulted payments, which would ac = Se aa University’s needy students. The 

have been made under normal o ‘ establishment of this fund 

conditions, the loan funds are al- . 0S) D BW through the Association enables ¥ 

most depleted and unless addi- gS \ every alumnus to take part in its 
tional funds are forthcoming in lf, OAD building. Student and faculty 

sufficient amounts, many worthy “i es & Qs iD yo) members on the Campus have 

students now enrolled will be x fe \ a EV ey ec contributed over fifteen hundred 

forced to leave school at the end | , ¢ Were Gy dollars as their share to date. 

of the present semester. $, 5 by’ Yen Wn SA “ ve Alumni, with their greater earn- 

In an effort to alleviate the sit- ip Qh “we tr 5 g S87! ing capacity than the students 
uation, the Board of Directors of vA nt ae ro CAN BENS es A Gy should far oversubscribe the quo- 
the Wisconsin Alumni Associa- }%gg7'4 a CK a Je Ne ta established. 
tion, after a thorough study and Cie ba he he Approximately 2000 students, 

' report on the existing situation, CY aay: ~ ao nal ei or 23% of those enrolled are en- 
voted to raise afund tobe known [i ah ae {ip CMON GANG tirely sef-supporting. Over 2800 
as the Wisconsin Alumni Associ- ASg gas Leth make it students earn half or more of 
ation Student Loan Fund. The "3: BYR“ so big itl) their way through school. These 
amount of this fund is to be ap- Se a) || are the students who need the aid 
proximately $10,000 and is to be hake 33 Bn| NELEr melt! of an ample loan fund from 
made up by contributions from ocr k SS entoae ace which they can draw in emer- 

the alumni body. As an opening The Daily Cardinal | gencies. They are all good stu- 

wedge, the Association voted to IT’S SNOWBALL SEASON dents. They are the future alumni 
contribute $2,000 from its own who will aid the University and 

funds. The Board of Directors consider the present sit- its students in times of need just as you are asked to 
uation an emergency, and in view of this fact has pro- do now. 

vided that repayment of loans made from this fund will Thousands of students have benefitted from these 
revert to the Alumni Association to be held by it in a loan funds in the past and it is hoped that none will 

separate fund to be used for future loan purposes when have to be turned away this year. It is really surpris- 

the need arises. ing how twenty-five or fifty dollars will mean the dif- 

The fund will be administered by the present facul- ference between a student staying in school and his 

ty committee on loans and scholarships in consultation being forced to leave. But every penny counts when 

with a representative of the Alumni Association. All one is working his way through college. It’s up to 

incidental expenses relative to the raising of this fund alumni to contribute some of those pennies. 

and its administration are to be borne by the Alumni When you are called upon to subscribe, do so freely. 

Association and the Existing University agencies. The Dig deeply and don’t stint. Here is one of the few op- 

Board has specified that in making loans from this portunities you have had to show your loyalty in a 

fund there shall be no discrimination between men tangible way for your Alma Mater. The University 

and women nor between resident and non-resident stu- needs your help in order to help its students. 

Page 105
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’ Se Assistant Director, Bureau of Guidance and Records 

SK A SCORE or more of your friends the ques- sex the blanks were taken in alphabetical order for the 

tion, why do young people go to college? You first fifty applicants above the median in scholastic 

may receive a wide variety of answers. The aptitude and for the first fifty below this median. Stu- 

following ones will probably be among the list: dents entering agriculture, engineering, and other tech- 

to train their minds, to learn how to live the “good nical or professional courses not within the College of 

life,’ to prepare themselves for vocations or profes- Letters and Science have not been included in the tab- 

sions, to participate in activities, to obtain social ad- ulations simply because in these courses vocational or 

vantages, to please their parents, to “keep up with the professional training is so obviously a dominant objec- 

Joneses”, to acquire “culture”, to avoid going to work, tive for the majority of students enrolled. It appears, 

to find husbands or wives, to become scholars and however, from the tables just referred to that even in 

teachers, to satisfy the thirst for knowledge. the less specialized and liberal arts courses the voca- 

Doubtless all of these and other reasons as well have tional preparation motive is the most prevalent one in 

entered, consciously or subconsciously, into the deci- the minds of entering freshmen. 

sions of the thousands who annually seek admission to For example, Table I shows that among 100 male 

our institutions of higher learning in this country. But, freshmen 88 mentioned vocational preparation as a 

having agreed on this, we have not answered the ques- reason for college attendance, while 35 states reasons 

tion in a form which has much meaning or interest classified as cultural or intellectual and the same num- 
for teachers, counselors, administrators, or any others ber mentioned social development. Table II indicates 

who are seriously concerned with the educational that for 100 freshmen women there are some shifts in 

problems of the modern college. el 

One way to re-state the question to give it more 
eae tek 5 ; : ‘ TABLE 1 

specificity and significance is this, What is, according E 
to the statements of entering students, the predominate Purposes for Attending College Stated by 100 Letters 
purpose or purposes for college attendance? The an- and Science Freshman Men at the 
swer to the question in this form now bears a vital University of Wisconsin 
relationship to matters of student motivation and initi- 50 Men 50 Men 
ative, the curriculum, and student guidance which are Gisgstaek iss Scholastic aie wees 
the three problems most frequently attacked in the of Purpose Aptitude Aptitude for 100 

i Mentioned Ratings Ratings Men 
American college world today. Above the Below the 

Fortunately, it is possible to make a fairly clear cut Median* Median 
answer to the question stated in the last paragraph,— pare ae Nu pi Nime Per 

at least in so far as it pertains to students at the Uni- 1. Vocational training es ora ee on Cent 
i i i i is i i a. With fairly definite versity of Wisconsin. This answer is given in Tables I Occtoaies wae Re a8 BaF a0 ae ae 

and II, which have been compiled from samplings of b. SE definite 
the freshmen admission blanks of men and women in iene eR Aa 
the Letters and Science courses.’ In the case of each Motel fon ig andy Oi: syayeleee (46) 02 42 84 8888 
= 2. Cultural or i 1In a recent compilation of 187 educational experiments being carried ee aay py sa) cae aga eae 
on in approximately 100 American colleges and universities the most 3. Social development ......... 20 40 1530 35 8B 
frequently recurring experiments had to do, in the order named, with 4. To find life’s work ......... 2 4 Be 6 ae 
the following: curriculum changes and additions, initiative or self- 5. Extra-curricular activities. 2 © 4 ete Ba 8 
direction in study on the part of students, and projects in counseling 6. To become a better citizen... — — at 2 1 , 
and guidance. _ | . . 3 7, Character development .....— = — 1 2 1 1 

2 'The admission blank, a mine of valuable information concerning the 8. Had always just assumed he 
applicant, has a section in which the candidate for admission is asked would go to college ......... 1 2 - = 1 1 
to write a paragraph indicating his purpose in attending college, For ee ee 
the most part, candidates are very conscientious about filling in the *The Scholastic Aptitude Ratings are based upon standings in the 

blank. American Council test, using college freshman norms. 
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emphasis. Nevertheless vocational preparations still TABLE III 
heads the list with 76 of the group mentioning it as a Reasons Given for Coming to College by 1,502 Liberal 
purpose as contrasted with the numbers, 64 and 32 Arts Students at Syracuse University* 
respectively, stating cultural or intellectual interests SEEING (06 SSN, SUR a 
and social development. TES SG Spc err aerate 

1. To prepare for vocation ......+.....+.+++| 1,080 721 

HE TWO tables also give evidence of afew inter. 4. itis watenot gaunt apne | ae 
esting contrasts between the upper and lower 4, Interest in studies .........cccecececeee| 497 38.2 

Tee: groups. These the reader can readily dis- 5. Prestige of college education ............. ATL 81.4 
cover and interpret according to his own lights. foe SNS Coe a Nee 2 me bd 

These groups were tabulated separately merely to find 8. Social and athletic attractions ...........| 108 12 out if radical differences existed in their responses, 9. Example of friends .............cseese eee 90 6.0 and what differences appear are not considered suffi- 10. To disprove intellectural inferiority ...... 31 2.0 
ciently great to warrant a separate discussion of each * Taken from Students’ Attitudes by Daniel Katz and Floyd Henry Allport, Page 11, group. 

As a matter of contrast and comparison with the sss 
Wisconsin situation Table III has been constructed a reason that is to many students practically synono- 
from a study made at Syracuse University.’ The Wis- mous with vocational preparation. In both institutions 
consin data are not strictly comparable to those given the vocational training purpose was mentioned more in Table III, because the latter were compiled from the frequently than any other. These facts give some basis 
responses of the members of all four classes in Liberal for the assumption that the Wisconsin data are fairly 
Arts to a check list which suggested the reasons for typical of those that would be forthcoming from simi- 
coming to college. The Wisconsin summary, of course, lar studies at other large coeducational universities, 
is for samplings of freshmen only and is based upon and that whatever discussions arise out of considera- 
replies to a question in the admission blank which gave tion of the data in Tables I and II will have general 
no “hints” or “leads” concerning the answers expect- rather than local significance. 
ed. It is interesting to find then in spite of these im- 
portant differences that there is a fairly close agree- FTER studying the evidence in Table I, can any- 
ment between the two sets of data in regard to the pro- one doubt that the vocational purpose is domi- 
portions of students mentioning vocational prepara- nant in the minds of men entering the Univer- 
tion as a reason for college attendance. In the Syra- sity? In this sample from Letters and Science, 
cuse study this proportion was 72 per cent, while at where one might expect the vocational purpose to be 
Wisconsin it is found by combining Tables I and II to relatively unimportant, such a purpose was stated by 
be 82 per cent. Although the Wisconsin proportion is 88 per cent of the men; in fact, it was mentioned more 
somewhat higher, please note that in the Syracuse than twice as often as any other purpose, and also more 
responses the reason for college attendance which often than all other purposes combined. For the women 
ranked third in number was “market value of degree”, (see Table II) the percentage stating a vocational pur- es pose is lower. Also, the total number of other purposes New eck ity, aad Flovd Henry Allport, Student Attitudes, Syracuse, is much higher than for men. Especially noteworthy is 

the fact that more than twice the number of women 
mention cultural or intellectual purposes. Possibly 

TABLE II these sex differences in purpose may have some bear- Purposes for Attending College Stated by 100 Letters ing upon the problem of explaining why women stu- 
: and Science Freshman Women at the dents on the average are making conspicuously higher 

University of Wisconsin grades than men in liberal arts courses at the Uni- 
50 Women 50 Women versity. After allowing for these differences, however, CGlesetieation Seed iy gatas Totals it may still be concluded from their own statements 

of Purpose Aptitude Aptitude for 100 that the women rank vocational preparation above all 
Mentioned ‘Abort Bane ie ‘Women other purposes. What may be said of the men, there- 

Median Median fore, applies to the women, even if to a lesser degree. 
Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per In short then, we may say this: whatever the universi- 

1. Vocational training Mer’ Gamsi Dee" (Gent. “ Der” (Cent ty intends to do for students or whatever it considers 
a. Mee we we (Be wn OB the proper purposes for college attendance, the fact 
b. Without definite is that a majority of students is expecting as one—and 

Objectives ..-1.-+4.++5 19 88 B46 er 2 probably the most important—result a useful prepara- 
Totals for a and b ........ 40 80 3672 1 76 tion for a successful vocational career. 

2. Cultural or intellectual Is this situation desirable or undesirable? Does it i, So eee 6 om: $8 indicate common sense or materialism on the part of 
4. Extra-curricular activities... 1 2 0 0 1 1 this college generation? Does it promise improvement 5. Family influences or . * *, ms traditions ..........s0.0008 1 2 5 10 6 6 or damage to the university. The writer does not wish 6. Goniectenend persopality sg oO n @ to argue here on either side of these questions. The 7. To be of more service to point here is that whether one agrees with the widely 

8. Te Losciiis SomaaaeS Tea ' ° = 8 5 3 quoted Flexner‘ that vocational and, to a very great ex- 
és Bocites Plc ae ed Stee 1 : A a 2 3 tent, professional training have no place in the univer- 
ine and Mes works 2 f ; g 3 \‘ Abraham Flexner. Universities: American English, German. New 12. Learn to use leisure time.. 1 2 0 0 1 1 York: Oxford University Press, 1930. 18. To learn more about self .. 1 2 0 0 1 7 (Continued on page 128) 
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> na a — | ! ™, Wi 

E | ae I : Nats , ae Be { one purpose of education is to teach us to 
| t ee S Sy io i live.” If, therefore, education is to teach 

i F ff fen eny 4 7% the student to care for himself after he has 
x eee graduated, it seems to me that it is partly his 

. ae | | io duty to pay a percentage of the cost of his 
E a5 | < oe university education. 

i | ra My plan, which I feel would fulfill these 
ay ee requirements, is to have the student bear 

i etl | Cc 50% of the cost and the state the remaining 
WAITING TO PAY THEIR FEES 50%. The cost of education has in the past 

years gone up in leaps and bounds. It is 

HO SHOULD pay the cost of higher educa- not necessary for me to quote figures. One is able to 

tion? Some say the state; others, the stu- see this fact himself. There are many more colleges 

dent. Who receives the most benefit, the and universities, more persons attending schools, more 

student by his accumulation of knowledge and better laboratories, more graduates working for 

or the state by the increase of intellectual resources degrees, and more research work on the part of the 

at its disposal? universities. These facts have brought the cost higher 

These questions were argued from all angles by and higher. In Professor Clapp’s book, “Introduction 

more than 150 students representing various frater- to Education,” we find that the cost of education has 

nities, sororities, literary societies and independent constantly been going upward since 1900. Do you feel 

groups in the Third Annual Intramural Public Dis- that it is fair for the state to bear this increased cost? 

cussion Contest during the months of November and Is it right for us to keep putting more.and more of 

December. When the final smoke had cleared away, the voter’s money into education? It seems to me that 
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority was declared winner. since it is the student largely who reaps so much of 

Phi Kappa fraternity gained second place. the benefits that it is up to him to pay at least part of 

It is the purpose of this contest to encourage the the cost. 

students to discuss with one another problems of in- This plan may sound presentable in theory, but one 

terest to them. Guided by this purpose, the contest, may ask “Is it practical?” For this purpose I would 
begun three years ago under the direction of Prof. refer you to the case of New York University. Here 

Henry L. Ewbank of the Speech department, has con- the student pays 89% of the cost of his education. 

sistently grown in favor with the student body. Last This is even more money paid by the student than 

year only 80 students took part, while in the first year I have advocated in my plan. What results did they 

the number could almost be counted on one’s fingers. have at this University with the installation of this 

Concerning this year’s question it is interesting to note student paying such a high percentage system? Con- 

that about 75% of the students advocated that the trary to general opinion the number of students kept 
state should bear the cost of higher education, at least increasing at the same rate as they had in the past, 

as far as the state colleges’ and universities were con- even though they paid 89% of the cost of their edu- 
cerned. cation. Beside this the scholarship rating of the uni- 

Below are printed two of the speeches given in the versity also is better. 

final contest. One, favoring state support, represents To me this proves that when a student is forced to 

the viewpoint of Clyde Paust of the second place Phi pay money upon entering a 
Kappa team. The other, proposing an equal division school he is made to realize [iq be eee CAA 
of expenses, is offered by Miss Lucile Benz of the win- what his education is costing es 

ning Alpha Gamma Delta sorority team. him. He will then work. He is Reet 
: , bound to feel that since he is ee eee sti 

By Lucille Benz 34 putting dollars and cents into rice A, 28 
DU TO the fact that this question is both timely and the enterprise, it is up to him ee 

interesting, it has been answered and discussed to get as much in return as he Se Eee ea 
frequently by experts. First, there are those persons possibly can. For this reason Sa = P i 
who feel that it is the duty of the state to bear the he will work and work hard. a ee A 
cost because she is the one who reaps the benefit, There is no apparent reason =a oe B 
while still others feel that the parent is the one who why we should coddle our fu- ‘i h Hy 2 
should pay. I, however, would like to base my dis- ture citizens by sending them = a 
cussion on the words of Agnes Samuelson, a member through colleges without any Reha *: 4 
of the National Board of Education, who says, “The charge. Make them pay part of [i I te 
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1S er ucation!$ The State or the Student? 
Conflicting Opinions Are 

Given in Second Annual 

Intra-mural Group Dis- 

cussion Contests 

the cost, and then they will be forced to stand on their 

own feet and work hard for the experience and knowl- 

edge that our colleges and universities will give them. Then, as a logical conclusion, we must determine 

Of course, in a plan like this one there is always whether that unit, which enjoys the benefits, is able 

the question of what one will do with the poorer stu- to pay for the maintenance of its institutions for high- 
dents who really want to work and get ahead. For er learning. 

these students I think there should be scholarships. The answer to the first problem is available upon 
At present the state is bearing 85% of the cost of a few moments of contemplation. The long hard trek 

our higher education. That is with the exclusion of from barbarism to civilization has been parallel to 
the cost of room and board, for the student would our educational development. Unappreciative as we 

have this cost no matter where he was. Why not take may be, the truth must be conceded that the lawyer 
the remaining 35% which the state would save if the and the economist guide us through our intricate re- 

student paid half and put this into a Loan Fund. For lationships; the engineer spans the chasm with steel 

those cases in which a student has an excellent rec- and spreads paved highways beyond that to facilitate 

ommendation from high school and passes an en- efficiency and comfort of travel; the doctor and the 

trance examination, give him a scholarship. For scientist, in discharging their duties, protect society 

those who are not able to pass this examination, but from sweeping epidemics and alleviate our human 

nevertheless, wish to go to the university, the state suffering. Ladies and gentlemen, these men, these 

could loan him the money on the promise that he disciples of higher learning, lay their services at the 

would pay it back after graduation. This Loan Fund shrine of civilization every day of the week; it is true, 
would then keep circulating among those students indeed, to say that our educational heritage is our 

who do not have the ready money, and still feel that most priceless possession. It is not to be wondered 

they could make a success of the college education. at, then, that Prof. Arthur Moehlman, of the Univer- 

In conclusion, I would like to review for you the sity of Michigan, says in the September issue of Na- 

plan which I have proposed. I feel that since after all tion’s Schools: “The character of the social group 

it is the student who derives so much benefit from will be determined by the ability of its individual 

the colleges and universities, he should pay 50% of members to contribute to the group welfare, and only 
the cost of his education with the state caring for the through public educational finance may the social 

other half. The student would realize what his school needs of the state be adequately satisfied.” 

life is really costing the state and would work hard Right now, I would like to bring out a unique fea- 

in order to graduate with the conviction that he’ has ture of our plan. It is interesting to notice, as Mr. 

made use of every opportunity presented to him. Pro- Moehlman suggests, that reciprocal nature of higher 

fessor Bleyer of the Journalism education is stimulated by state 

Department of our own University ger | support. The line between higher 
sums up my idea when he says + Ip fs. NOS ° CE Ys and secondary education changes 
that owing to the fact that attend- & | Vas Ro es from a line of money to a line of 
ance is growing so large at the (Say } AOR AA, (yf, intelligence. The financial wall 
universities that the state can no BN Se Ve around privately endowed schools 
longer bear the burden of higher pif PRON re) LP is torn down and democracy is 
education, higher and higher tui- ye ~~ SY) ND ushered in. Society may, under 
tion fees will have to be paid by RMS =0IN\ i y -2 F ~ public financial aid, receive the 
the student to defray these ex- Perc ON, x i} WM Rei offerings, the talents of. the poor 
penses. Ra iE \ Lda ae |) student as well as of the rich. 

a ee A weir A State supported universities have 
By Clyde M. Paust, ’34 i So NE Q pS. -“ created bureaus for the dissemi- 

AZ THE beginning of this dis- _ @agaail WAC I) gq ation of knowledge among the 
cussion, it becomes apparent 4 eS ENE l 44 «common people; the vast educa- 

to the most casual listener that we See) ANG | <A eee = tional resources of these institu- 
are’ faced with two definite prob-- Em en) A ; | el 4 tions are at the disposal of state, 

Jems. Before we can assign re- t i eg : - i ‘| SUD sap urclty, officials whenever 

sponsibility for payment of higher : ; Appa pa cc Hhpyetiay need al Lontuniher antek: 
education to any particular unit. 5 ett | ee Higent EONCEInS: Tes SESE ae 

j ge Beret — Thwing points out in his book 
we must determine who derives ~ na en —<— —~=~——~—«S “Universities of the World,” not 

the benefit from higher education. . %. Lae (Continued on page 127) 
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ai Uteritz Recommended for 
— 

Pe ~ - thietic L/irector 
—y *® 

tee 0 

Little’s and Thistlethwaite’s Res= 

+, ignations Accepted by Council; 

~y Legislature Investigates Members 

IRWIN UTERITZ 
December 7. Prof. Weaver’s motion was amended and 

\) the wording changed to such an extent that little of the 

original motion was contained in the following resolu- 

. tion which the faculty finally passed. The resolution, 
HE WISCONSIN Athletic Council at a two day as passed read: 

meeting on December 28 and 29, accepted the res- “Whereas the athletic council owes its existence to 
ignations of George Little, director of athletics, and derives its authority from the faculty under the 
and Glenn Thistlethwaite, football coach, At the authority of the regents, and 

same time it announced the recommendation of Irving “Whereas, a sound and reasonable athletic program 
C. Uteritz, “B” team coach, as director of intercollegi- is important to the whole University, therefore 
ate athletics subject to the approval of the board of “Be it resolved, that the athletic council should pre- 

regents. Little’s resignation was dated December 14, sent to the faculty, prior to final recommendation to 
and Thistlewait’s December 28. the board of regents, 

The acceptance of these resignations and the ap- such reorganization of 

pointment of the new director followed a month of ps plans as the council 

rumors of the wildest sort which appeared in the Mad- may adopt.” 

ison and Milwaukee papers. When the athletic council In’ the midst ‘ofthe 

met with the regents on November 30 and December 1, furor created by this 

most everyone expected some action would be taken yy resolution and the 

on the football coaching situation. There were few & continued rumors, 

who did not believe a change would take place. How- Ls George Little present- 

ever, the financial difficulties encountered by the ath- ed the following res- 

letic department this fall were of prime importance A ignation to President 
and nothing was done at this meeting regarding per- e hi Glenn Frank: 

sonnel. This lack of action regarding the coach left 3 é “I hereby tender my 

the sports writers in a quandary and rumors and spec- a rT resignation as Direct- 

ulations soon flew thick and fast. Only one thing i y nneand Peotessorsot 
seemed certain, Thistlethwaite and possibly George . Ser , 4 Physical Education to 

Little must go if Wisconsin was to re-establish its pres- i a take effect at the élose 

tige in the football world. a rf of the academic year 
A year ago the alumni representatives on the athletic ey , a 4931-32. 

council presented to the council a report expressing I 4 4 “It has always been my 

their views on football coaching. The substance of the aa endeavor in my purposes 

report was not challenged by any member of the coun- t ae ddeals-andiadministeation ae 

cil but the recommendations of the alumni representa- i y / advance the best interest of 
tives were defeated by a six to four vote. \) “ the University of Wisconsin 

Developments during the past year have borne out ye and I appreciate that this same 

the contentions of the alumni representatives. They spirit guides the athletic coun- 

did not feel, however, that they should again raise the “BIG GEORGE” cil, the faculty, the president of 

question, preferring to leave the initiative to those who he Saniversily, tad ihe board ot 
held the opposite point of view a year ago. Their regents. 

views, however, remained the same. : “I wish to offer my whole-hearted cooperation in the 
On December 2 eleven friends of Thistlethwaite who formation of the future athletic policies and to the 

were members of the faculty presented a letter to Ben completion of such existing plans as are consistent 

Faast, president of the board of regents, requesting with the reorganization and new policies now being 

that no definite action be taken on the coach until fur- fovmulated. 

ther investigation could be made. The letter also called “Grorce E. Lrrrie, Director of Athletics.” 
attention to the fact that Thistlethwaite maintained a TEMAS elseoneL hat Title. as ay SILAS Thistlethwaite 
rank of professor on the faculty. This letter received was considered “on the spot” in many circles, aaa 

little attention as did a motion of Prof. Warren Weaver —_aitho Little had been retained after Thistlethwaite left, 
of the Mathematics department in a faculty meeting on (Continued on page 180) 
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ARSHALLING the entire forces class of 1932. The board will be com- 
M of student and faculty organ- Frederick J. Noer, 33 posed of 54 members, in addition to a 

izations in an effort to obtain governing board of nine student mem- 
funds for needy University bers. Every college and every student 

students, the Student Loan Fund drive has reported the organization in the university is represented on the 
collection of approximately $1,500 which will be board, and will thus form a body for the representation 
turned over to Prof. Julius E. Olson, chairman of the of every member of the class, offering an opportunity 
faculty committee on student loans. The drive, headed for the expression of the views of everybody affected 

by Walker B. Johnson ’32, Plainfield, brought into ex- by the rulings of the class governors. 

istence an active organization which reached every “We will endeavor to administer class programs and 
member of the University faculty and student body policies in as representative a manner as possible,” 
with the aid of fraternities, sororities, and campus Weaver said. “We are assured of government by 
clubs and publications. leaders from all activities.” 

The drive committee sponsored a A The type of organization completed 
Charity ball and a tag day that added . 4 We 225 a ce by Weaver is a decided departure 
a large amount to the funds adminis- (9% ‘s EP = from the old-type governing body of 
tered by Prof. Olson and the faculty _ ry | Ha. the class, which has heretofore been 
committee. Pres. Glenn Frank, at the } yo ~ as id "i ‘9 composed only of the class officers and 
beginning of the campaign, delivered a ‘2 wa e 3 committees appointed by the presi- 
speech over Madison radio stations in tN ah 2M a? dent. 
which he stated that 23 per cent of the 7 ale ' 
students must wholly support them- } 4 ee am, > 

selves; 14 per cent must more than : j £4 Drastic revision of the present stu- 
half support themselves; while 22 per | i Jig da : " dent eligibility rules to allow a freer 
cent are forced to support themselves Co ie age J NG participation in extra-curricular ac- 

in some part. de : hj tivities is advocated in the report of 
“If, as Emerson says, ‘institutions ) ‘ J the student committee which has been 

are but the lengthened shadows of i! investigating the present rule enforced 
men,’ the university student loan fund by the faculty. The committee was 
is but the lengthened shadow of Prof. headed by James M. Johnston ’32, Mil- 

Julius E. Olson, who has administered 4 waukee. Four of the outstanding 
the fund over the years, The impact of i & a changes that the committee recom- 
depression on the student body will q war * - mends be made by the student life and 
result in many tragedies in student life nl > Sa ort interests committee headed by Scott H. 
if these funds are not replenished. We eee «=: Goodnight, dean of men, are: 
are running the risk of disrupting his e ie 1. Regarding freshman participa- 

or her life, when student careers are — Cl tion, that a freshman may participate 
terminated by economic necessity.” PROF. JULIUS OLSON in any extra-curricular activity after 

This is the first emergency loan fund only a six-weeks’ residence at the Uni- 
drive that has ever been carried out by a student com- versity, during which time his grades shall not have 

mittee. In previous years a Goodwill Chest Fund drive fallen below the probation standard, and, if on proba- 
has been carried on to raise funds for students who tion, should his grades rise above the probation stand- 

have needed medical aid, and this drive was discon- ard by midsemester, he shall be eligible. 
tinued this year to make way for the more stringent 2. Any regularly enrolled second semester freshman 
demands of the student loan fund. The appreciation of or upperclassman may participate in any or as many 

the needy students for the aid of the drive funds was extra-curricular activities as he chooses, providing he 
voiced by Prof. Olson following the close of the drive, is not on first, second, or final probation. This stipula- 

in which he stated: tion makes no distinction between any classification of 

“I am sincerely delighted with the results for I had major or minor activities which might exist. 
not expected in these days of depression that more than 3. A student must have certification of eligibility by 
$1,100 could have been obtained on the campus. As the committee on student life and interests. The com- 
soon as the first semester is over we shall have a num- mittee will consider exceptional cases upon their 

ber of applicants who will find in this a true haven.” merits. 
7 4. Activities may set up their own standards of eli- 

“a? gibility regarding scholastic standings, limit of partici- 
ho : pation, or any other factor, providing such standards 

eee oe Sill student pombe) ae do not permit participation by anyone who has not a 
© Senior Chass that. wilh tmaanage (he. activities: 0 J certificate of eligibility from the student life and inter- 

class for the coming semester has been announced by asta Commmitibes 
H. Douglas Weaver, Edgeley, N. D., president of the (Continued on page 127) 
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Basketball leam YG ins l hree of 

First Five G * 1rs 1v/e OMCS GEORGE DOWNER 

ETTING away to a slow start, the Wisconsin ers, however, were equal to the occasion and by their 

basketball has shown steady improvement and improved showing first raised a hope that, after all, 

at this writing has won three of its four pre- they might be up there at the finish. The attack func- 

liminary games and dropped the opening con- tioned smoothly, they went in after rebounds better 

ference game to Northwestern by a score of 31—30 in than at any time last season and while they missed 

a brilliant overtime battle. many shots—28 out of 40—those which they made in- 

Coach Walter E. Meanwell started the season with dicated scoring possibilities not evident since the sea- 

three veterans—Captain Marvin Steen, Bobby Poser son of 1928—1929. 
and Doug Nelson, all seniors. He also had Russ Tor- With a minute to go and Wisconsin leading, 28—26, 

nowske, Chris Steinmetz, Jr., and Ray Wichman who Wrobleski of Pitt swished in a long one and tied the 

had seen considerable action during the last two sea- count. Pitt got the next tip-off and Smith missed a 
sons. Roy Oakes, a junior, was ineligible last season. short shot. The ball was passed to Steen, far out on 

Among his sophomore candidates were a number of the floor and clear. He poised care- 
big men who showed promise. fully and arched a beautiful 50 foot- /™ 

Convinced that that there is little hope for success er dead through the ring. Dr. Carl- — a 
in Big Ten competition, with a team of son sent a substitute in and as the © { 

little men, Coach Meanwell set out this timer’s horn sounded, Coach Mean- o wy an 

ey) year to develop his big novices, with an well, thinking the game over, AI a fo 

eye to the future. Captain Steen is a hustled his team off the he. 
~~. small man, only 5 feet 9 inches tall. floor. There was still one 4 <i Mm g 

: ig © Poser and Nelson, guards are second to play, so they — se as 
. & RV not tall—being two or three were recalled and Pitt a ee 

; ag inches under six feet. Oakes was given one free throw , 
ha is 6 feet 3 inches. The tall for the technical foul, 

{ tage —<— sophomores include Dwight making it’ good and leaving the J ’ 
ce * Swan, Stan Rewey, Bill Bin- count 30—29. Time was sounded as / 9 
= ae ning and Carl Vaicek. the ball was tossed up at center. oa 
¥ ss In a game against the This victory over so classy a team yy ) 
id alumni, Dec. 2, Coach Mean- as Pitt raised high hopes that Wis- (.. re 
by well gave the entire squad a consin would wipe out the previous we 

P thorough tryout and the new year’s 16—14 defeat by Marquette ee 

a men, despite their size, did but when the two teams met at Mil- 

si not look impressive. The waukee, Dec. 21, the Hilltoppers 

alumni won, 14—10, and few who saw that were “on” and the Badgers decided- 

game conceded the Badgers much better ly “off”. Full credit goes to Mar- 

than a second division rating this season. quette for a well earned 26—23 vic- CA eee 

Against Brigham Young University, run- tory. They were much the more ag- hi : 

POSER ners-up last year after several seasons as gressive team, drove harder, got most of the rebounds 

champions of the Rocky Mountain confer- and outshot Wisconsin from the floor. Shipley, with 
ence, however, the Badgers showed marked improve- four long shots from outside the Badger defense, was 

ment and won, 30—16. The Utah team was clearly off the man who turned the tide. For Wisconsin, Roy 

form but Meanwell’s men gave a fine exhibition of Oakes at center, was outstanding. He held Budrunas, 

alert play, clean ball handling and accurate shooting. Marquette’s high scoring center, to two baskets while 
Poser and Nelson, guards, held Captain Romney of the scoring four himself. Bobby Poser again played a great 

visitors to a single field goal—a notable feat as the game until he went out on four personals in the sec- 

Mormon ace had led his conference with 170 points in ond half. Doug Nelson had an off night and Dwight 

12 games last season. Swan showed his lack of experience by extreme ner- 
From that point on, every game Wisconsin has vousness, leading to repeated loss of the ball by travel- 

played has been a battle royal, in doubt to the final ing and fumbling. s 

minute and in two cases going into overtime periods. Although Wisconsin lost, the game was never a rout 
Pittsburgh, for years the class of the east in basket- and late in the second half, with the count 26—19 

ball, came to the field house, December 15, and gave a against them, the Badgers staged a belated rally that 
remarkably fine exhibition of fast breaking attack, gained them four points. They were driving hard at 

smart ball handling and accurate shooting. The Badg- (Continued on page 126) 
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ROF. WILLIAM A. SCOTT, for 30 years a member E A C U [ + } 

Pe the economics department at the University, 

will retire at the end of the present semester. He ‘ 
is the author of many papers on economic subjects ooo oF EEE Or eta and tired: oblier Ont 

ell as a book on money and banking which has a . anes eherces of the mon was made ata mee 
AS er, » ing of the society’s board of directors early in Octo- 

- wide circulation, 
His work in organizing and developing the school _ sisi 7 dt AoKeed i 

of commerce is the outstanding achievement of his et Madaeaae a on © eae oan co ie the en 

career at the University. He acted as a director of the A ea Ong ony toe £0 ew York in Janu- 
aes : : 5 ary to receive the honor. Selection of these four men 

school until his resignation about four years ago. His brings the tor b f th i 
retirement means the passing of another of the “old e of honorary members of the society to 18. 

school” who had much to do in building the present “> 

reputation and character of the University. patents HAVE been issued to Dr. J. A. E. Eyster, 

Prof. Scott was born in Clarkson, N. Y., and received physiology professor, for an instrument to measure 

his A. B. degree at the University of Rochester. He the pressure of blood in veins. 

has since been given two honorary degrees from his The invention has been assigned by Dr. Eyster to 

Alma Mater. He started his academic the Wisconsin Alumni Research foun- 

career as a teacher of history at the dation which will have charge of its 
University of South Dakota, and from ae development and extension to medical 
there went to Johns Hopkins university ae me S practice. 

where he received his doctorate. He oo Arterial pressure has hitherto been 
came to Wisconsin in 1892 as an as- Se recordable by any one of several types 
sistant professor of political economy ee of devices but there has been no satis- 
and has been here since that date. _ oe ae factory means to check the pressure of 

Professors Kiekhofer and Morton will aw blood returning to the heart, Dr. Eyster 
take over the classes now taught by WH indicated. He hopes his device will 
Prof. Scott. | be a contribution to further study of 

“> ep a y es heart operation in various diseases, he 

A NEW METHOD of conducting elec- 7 os Yom said. It is now being used experimen- 

trical current through steel has been tally by physicians of the Wisconsin 
invented by Prof. Edward Bennett of ( . a General hospital. 
the electrical engineering department. tt VW Degree of venous pressure is deter- 

Welding is expected to be one of the | mined by the Eyster instrument through 

practical applications of the invention, | Y placement of a box against any surface 

with the pipe line industry probably ul vein with increasing weight until the 

benefitting the most from it. PROF. W. A: SCOTT vein’s point of collapse is determined. 

Application for a patent has already Retires after 30 years The pressure exerted by the instrument 

been made by Prof. Bennett, and no in causing collapse is shown by the 

difficulty is expected in securing the patent as no sim- height of a water column. 

ilar process is on record at the patent office. Because of its novelty the device will first necessi- 

The Wisconsin Alumni Research foundation, organ- tate for fullest usefulness a correlation of large num- 

ized to commercialize scientific discoveries made by bers of pressure figures from various patients, Dr. 

professors of the University, will be in charge of the Eyster indicated. 

patent. Prof. Bennett has assigned it to this group. Dr. Eyster has been a student of blood pressures for 

H. L. Russell, director of the foundation, made the many years and is the author of a book, entitled “Ve- 

following statement regarding it: “At the present time, nous Pressure,” which was published in 1930. 

the discovery of this process looms very important. 
However, it is only in the elementary stage, and until “a 

practicable application of it has been made, its out- PROE: JOHN M. GAUS of the political science depart- 

come is uncertain.” ment has been elected secretary of Gov. Philip F. La 

If the results of the method are completely success- Follette’s executive council. 

ful, it is likely that the larger steel corporations of the Gov. La Follette has submitted a number of prob- 

country will endeavor to obtain control of the device lems for the committee to consider including unem- 

and enter the pipe line business. ployment relief and chain banking. 
ees The governor has suggested that the council concern 

itself with questions relating to the economic develop- 

DANIEL W. MEAD, professor of hydraulic and sani- ment of this section, such as transportation, raw ma- 

tary engineering, has been made an honorary mem- terials, natural resources, land use, agriculture, and 

ber of the American Society of Civil Engineers. relations between state and local governments. 
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Al % I a d P 1924 have shown such a wide variety of scholastic 
umni Invited to From attainments and such overlapping of talent at the sec- 

GREETINGS Alumni! In the first issue of the alumni ondary and higher levels of education that the use of Magazine this year the Junior Class extends its highly standardized tests for a more scientific classifi- 
greetings to every Alumnus. cation of language students not only seemed desirable 

Undoubtedly you are looking forward to the great- but imperative if better teaching and more effective 
est social function of the year, the Junior Prom. In the studying were to be obtained. The application of this 

past years each alumnus received an invitation to the principle, which will include ultimately other subjects 
Prom by means of a letter sent out by the members of than foreign languages, is the keystone of the new cur- 
the Alumni Committee. We would like very much to riculum. While: the old system stressed time ene 
do the same this year, but are unable to do so because the new lays emphasis on achievement and should 
of reduced appropriations for use by the Junior Class. vitalize the work of both instructors and students. 
Nevertheless we are making use of each opportunity a Ee Rmmes alte uk tick pidetuake rine La Morales Tangeages * Solas mma: es come: and for that reason we are extending our invitations to vee lAdminietesed: September With cand 26th to cPeechneh and you through the Magazine. Transfers from Other Colleges. except for aes the 

: imbia Resears reau Tests ere ES . 
We know it is not absurd to say that the Junior ee os fe French Results Be ae 

Prom this year will be a greater success than ever be- Number ot students demoted ‘one Gk mone semesters oe we i, 
fore. Edwin Kinsley, Prom Chairman, and: hecho IN nt ee ee eee 
men of the various committees have been working with Wis aah at 
interest and initiative in the promotion of the Prom. «8 eben Renata 397 100.0% 

The committees are enthusiastic and the Junior Class Number ae students aoe esata recast ttt 2 sie 
has given its whole-hearted support. Number of students normally placed according to credits 66 48.2 

Each alumnus should make an extra effort to attend Number of students advanced one or more semesters)... 88 24.1 _ 
this year. One of our best liked instructors in the Uni- 187 100.0% i : wae Spanish Result versity stated that our education does not exist in the NGmiberteictudenierPtled Gee Met ote cchcsuodiecoes 78 5.8% 
schedule we carry each semester, but in the outside Number of students demoted ‘one’ oy iors, somites, :3 18 2.4 
activities in which we participate. You are still inter- Number of students advanced one or more semesters... 16 28.2 
ested in the University and will always remain a part 69 100.0% . Seat 

Latin Result of this great institution, Number of students failed ...essesscssesesescesseesees 0 0.0% Naturally you would all like to attend the Prom. The Ruiner oF aindents demoted one OF) More, semesters. 4... 8 6.8 : ‘uml i greatest danger, of course, is the tendency to make Number of students advanced one or more wenosion 6 dae 
your decisions too late. Send in your reservations im- at Ae ODD 
mediately and you will be accomodated on your arrival Summary of French, German, Spanish, and Latin Placement a . . Number of students failed ............ccececececeeenees 28 84% in Madison. Number of atnaeae demoted ener more. semesters... pay 9.2 or ial invitati umber of studen: ing t its 880 58.7 The Junior Class extends a cordial invitation to each Numbentee Etidontddaiy anced onoene ante sane o ioe eae 
alumnus to the Junior Prom to be held in the Great Se ae 
Hall of the Memorial Union, Friday night, February Percent of Total Registration in Different Departments that Toole tie 
5, 1932. Placement Tests > Tare ALuatnr Cousins rotor of about 2200 students (Dept. of Fr. & Ital.) or 18% took r. placement test. : 

edit out of Bbout 1450 students (Dept. of German) or 9.5% took Ger. placement: test. “wa? sot of about 1075 students (Dept. of Sp. & Port.) or 6.4% took . placement test. 
44 out of about 885 students (Dept. of Classics) or 11.4% took ‘ Latin placement test. Results of Foreign Language Placement PREDERIG|D. Gameninon. 

Tests for Freshmen in 1931 Announced eer) 
“oy? 

PLACEMENT tests in foreign languages were admin- 
istered to freshmen on Sept. 17 and to late freshmen ri 

and transfers from other colleges on Sept. 26. There Insects and Airplanes 
were nearly 650 students who presented themselves vee HAVE heard the question asked many times 
for these tests in French, Spanish, German, and Latin, and chances are that you have asked it yourself, 
which is about the same number that took them in “Where do all these insects come from anyway?” 
1930. The results showing the numbers and percents When the summer growing season begins, these un- 
of failed, demoted, normally placed, and promoted welcome fellows just seem to come from everywhere. 
students are set forth below in summary form. And then, most every year a new kind shows up. 

These tests were given in compliance with the new Where do they come from? 
curriculum requirements adopted in June, 1930, and The United States Department of Agriculture has 
first tried out last year. According to these regula- had that same question in mind and has been trying 
tions new students expecting to continue in the Uni- to find an answer. Most insects, of course, have wings 
versity a foreign language begun elsewhere must take and we can understand how they can easily get from 
& placement test in that language to determine what one field over into another. But how much they make 
course they should pursue in the College of Letters use of the air is a question that the Department has 
and Science. Before the change went into effect stu- been trying to find out. So an airplane was secured 
dents were placed in accordance with the high school and equipped with specially designed insect traps, so 
units or college credits, or a combination of the two, made that they could be opened or closed by the pilot 
which they offered. However, important investiga- while in the air. The plane was then sent up for 
tions carried on here and in other institutions since many flights covering all hours of the day and night 
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as well as all seasons of the year. The screen trap 3 P: 

was coated with a sticky substance so that the insects Retarding and Accelerating Growth 
striking the screen ‘would stay fastened to it. ; Made Possible Through Glands 

The plane on going up covered different altitudes. 

At 1,000 feet, for instance, a trap would be opened FAP ERIMENES to determine the exact part played 
for so many seconds. Then the plane would go up to by glands of internal secretions of the body in hu- 
2,000 feet and another trap would be opened for so man physical and mental well-being, and to make 

many seconds, and so on. The height above ground these secretions useful to mankind, are now being 

at which these tests were made ranged from 50 feet conducted at the University. It is already known that 

to 14,000 feet. many physicial and even mental abnormalities in man 

In these tests, insects were found in the air at all can be traced to deficiencies in glands of internal 
heights to which the plane went, even up at 14,000 secretions, which are commonly called hormones. 
feet or nearly three miles high. It was concluded that The scientists who are making the experiments are 
had the plane gone still higher that insects would Professors Michael F. Guyer and Frederick L. Hisaw, 

likely have been found as high as it was possible to both of the zoology department. 

*fly the plane. The heaviest insect population was P Prof. Guyer is making special studies 
found in the first 1,000 feet above ground, as might r of cancer and the inheritance of cer- 
be expected. At 2,000 feet there were about half as tain deformities and abnormalities, 
many, and at 3,000 feet about half as many as at S while Prof. Hisaw is experimenting 
2,000 feet, and so on. But even at 14,000 feet a re- | with the ductless glands of internal 

markable number of insects were found. 5 “ secretions, scientifically known as 

To give you some idea of the number of insects Vv endocrine glands. 

found, computations were made from the several hun- aia These studies are just a few of the 
dred collections made, which showed that under all Sf more than 50 experiments which are 
conditions for all seasons of the year in Louisiana, being carried on at the present time 

where the tests were made, that an average of 25 mil- in the zoological laboratories in the 
lion insects were found in the upper air over a square Biology building. For use in the ex- 
mile of ground, beginning at fifty feet above ground. j periments, approximately 3,000 ani- 

As a rule, the larger, stronger flying insects were mals, including rats, mice, rabbits, 
found closer to the earth while the smaller, weaker PROF. GUYER ‘monkeys, frogs, and fish, are kept in 
ones were found at higher altitudes. It is particu- the laboratories. 
larly interesting to note that many insects that had no The ductless or endocrine glands which produce 
wings at all were found at very high altitudes. The these various internal secretions with which the ex- 

balloon spider and many of the mites, for instance periments are being conducted occur in all back-boned 
that have no power of flight whatsoever, were found animals from fishes to man, according to Prof. Guyer, 
as high as 10,000 feet. These insects, of course, being who pointed out that the secretions themselves are 
very light in weight are easily picked up by winds second in importance only to the nervous system in 

or air currents and carried high into the air. keeping the parts of the body in harmonious opera- 
At these high altitudes, the air currents or winds tion, and that they are necessary for normal devel- 

are extremely swift as compared to the winds at the opment and growth. 
ground. It is easy, therefore, for the insects in the Height, the general form and external appearance 
air to be carried by the high winds for several hun- of the body, whether slender or broad, the length of 
dred miles in a rather short time, whether they have arms and legs, the shape of the face, the quality of the 
wings or not. Then as they strike downward cur- voice, the distribution of hair or of fat on the body, 

rents, or perhaps even rain, they are carried down and even the emotions are in greater or less measure 

to the ground where they might appear for the first conditioned by the relative functionings of these reg- 
time and even cause considerable damage. ulative substances during early development and later 

By R. H. Rasmussen over W H A life, he declared. 
One of these glands of internal secretion which is 

Net known to science is the thyroid, which arises em- 

bryologically as an outgrowth from the digestive tract 

The Alainni Association Calendar in the neck region, according to Prof. Guyer. Be- 
coming shut off from its place of origin, i 

PERE will be no calendar published by the Wiscon- duction: gland. In man it soltane es oe 
_ sin Alumni Association this year.. Due to a decline tached to the sides of the lower portion of the larynx, 
in memberships and advertising every effort is being and in an average-sized, normal man, the thyroid 
made to keep expenses at a minimum and it is for weighs from 20 to 25 grams. 

this reason. that the Board of Directors decided to Prof. Guyer described some interesting experiments. 
eliminate the publishing of the annual calendar. which have been performed with thyroid, one of these 
It as the hope of the officers of the Association that glands of internal secretion, upon tadpoles. In one 

this service to our alumni may be re-established next experiment it was discovered that both frog and sala- 
year. Starting with the February issue we will publish mander tadpoles fed on thyroid are forced into pre-- 

a calendar of the current month’s events combined mature maturity, with frog tadpoles quickly develop-- 
with interesting historical facts about the University. ing legs, absorbing their tails, and becoming trans- 

In this way, we hope we can keep YOUN AS well in- formed into miniature frogs sometimes no larger than: 
formed as the popular calendar did during the past a fly. Another experiment revealed that a young tad- 
two years. (Continued on page 129) 
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German Baron An honorary degree of doctor of laws on at the University as to their therapeutic value in 

to Receive will be conferred by the University selected skin conditions, in conjunction with the de- 

Honorary Degree yyon Baron Friedrich Wilhelm von partment of dermatology. It is felt however that the 
Prittwitz und Gaffron, German ambassador to the Unit- number of tests has not yet been large enough to make 

ed States, at the Goethe centenary convocation to be a definite statement regarding the efficacy of “Grenz- 
held in Madison March 22, 1932, the board of regents rays” as compared to the conventional type of X-rays 

announced at a recent meeting. It was announced used in skin treatments. 
that the German ambassador will also speak at the 

convocation. Eacriarsat 
The regents also approved the recommendation that H. G. Wells That the University “is one of the few 

Camillo von Klenza, professor of American-German Praises _ great institutions of learning in the United 

cultural relations at the University of Munich, Ger- Wisconsin States,” was the opinion reiterated by H. 
many, be appointed Carl Schurz memorial lecturer at G. Wells, eminent historian, in an interview granted 

the University for the month of March, and that his the New York Herald Tribune shortly before he sailed 

honorarium of $1,000 be paid from the Carl Schurz for Italy. 

Memorial fund. Prof. von Klenza will also be a speak- Mr. Wells, who was forced by illness and fatigue to 

er at the Goethe convocation, at which Ambassador cancel a projected trip to Madison, expressed great 

von Prittwitz will be awarded his honorary degree. regret at not having been able to carry out his plans. 

~we? Obvious resentment at the conventions of friendship 

which compelled him to stay in New York instead of 
5 1/3 Cents The University spends about five cents a visiting Wisconsin, was shown. 

Per Person person on an average winter day for heat, “Instead of going to Madison,” Mr. Wells said, “my 

For Heat according to John J. Novotny, chief op- friends managed to get me to visit the Empire State 
erating engineer at the University heating plant. building. I went in order to stop their saying that I 

“The average annual consumption for each member must see it.” 
of the University is a truckload of coal. Thirty thou- ~<a 
sand tons of coal are burned each year and the ap- 

proximate cost is $125,000, or $12.50 for each stu- Radio Course There has been a long felt want in the 

dent and faculty member, Mr. Novotny said. Offered by radio field for a school of recognized 
The average cost for heat for the classes of more Extension standing to give a complete, comprehen- 

than 9,000 students and 1,000 faculty members is 5 1/3 sive, well balanced course in Radio Communication, to 

cents a person, the engineer declared. be complete within itself and capable of being finished 
Aetsi within a reasonable time. Realizing this need the 

University Extension Division in Milwaukee is giving 

Revive Although scientists abandoned experiments such a course to fit students for advanced places in 

Use of ,, on the “Grenz-rays” a quarter of a cen- radio activities. This is a new type of college train- 

Grenz Ray” tury ago in the belief that they were use- ing of a semi-professional nature with the object of 
less, they have been revived by Dr. Ernest A. Pohle, training young men for positions existing in a field 

professor of radiology and Dr. C. H. Bunting, profes- between the skilled craftsman and the trained profes- 
sor of pathology, who are seeking to use the “Grenz- sional engineer. 

rays” as a treatment for skin diseases. All trades and professions are now demanding that 
The rays are in the spectrum between the shortest the men participating in them shall be thoroughly 

ultra violet rays and the longest X-rays and thus trained in the theory and fundamentals of the trade 

earned the name Grenz, taken from the German word or profession in question. The ever expanding sci- 

meaning “Borderline.” ence of radio is possibly more exacting in this than 

“Having very little penetration, these rays are ab- any other because of the extremely technical nature of 

sorbed in the very upper layers of the skin,” Dr. the subject and of the enormous responsibilities upon 

Pohle said, “thus lending themselves very well to the the shoulders of an operator. A few years ago a man 

treatment of skin diseases. They were used for the could be a fairly good operator or technician without 

first time more than 25 years ago, but were given up. any particular training, but today, if a man expects 

Scientific interest in them revived a few years ago and to succeed in this field he must be thoroughly ground- 

through the use of modern knowledge and apparatus, ed in the theory and practical applications of the 

have been made available to radiology today.” fundamental principles of radio communication. 

The experiments conducted resulted recently in the The course given in Milwaukee is not an experiment 

publication of papers on the histological changes in for it has grown out of auxiliary courses given dur- 

animal skins after exposure to these rays. At the ing the past six years and is planned as a definite 

present time further investigations are being carried preparation for the actual problems met in practice. 
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The work given is substantially of collegiate grade, laboratories. Last year 63,447 examinations were con- 
requiring only a high school education or the equiva- ducted at the University laboratory, an increase in the 
lent for entrance. The training is very intensive, re- work here over last year of exactly 14,333 examina- 
quiring the entire time of a student for two semesters. tions. ‘ 
The entire day is occupied from eight until four-thirty Analyses for the detection of diphtheria, gonorrhea, 
with lectures, class work and laboratory experiments tuberculosis, and impurities in water formed the lead- 
and special problems and assignments to be complet- ing activities of the laboratories during the year, the 
ed after class hours. This same course may be taken report reveals. Of the total number of examinations 
in evening classes over a period of two years or by made, 23,723 were diphtheria, 19,057 gonorrhea, 17,350 
correspondence. The satisfactory completion of the water tests, and 15,652 tuberculosis. 
course qualifies a student for the government exami- The laboratory recently adopted another measure 
nation for a Second Class Commercial Operator’s Li- in its fight against disease in the state, this time against 
cense or he may enter many of the allied branches infantile paralysis. The laboratory, under the direc- of the radio industry. tion of Dr. Stovall, has begun the collection of con- 

“we? valescent serum from the blood of persons who have 
had the disease, which can be used in the treatment of “Athlete’s X-ray examination of athletes has thus far infantile paralysis. Since the preparation of the serum 

Beare failed to show that they have enlarged hearts, takes considerable time and requires extreme care, this 
aly Dr. Walter J. Meek, professor of physiology has imposed quite a heavy demand on the laboratory, 
of the Medical school said at the annual meeting of Dr. Stovall declared in making the report. 
the Radiological Society of North American in St. 

Louis. ee 

“There is a common belief,” Doctor Meek said, “that Train Students A new special curriculum which will athletes have enlarged hearts, but there has been no for Latin-America have as its objective the training of 
sufficient study of the matter so far as we are aware. Journalism students for press association work in 
J. A. E, Eyster has secured a large series of observa- Latin-American countries was established this fall in tions on Wisconsin athletes. The subjects include 83 the School of Journalism. 

men and 84 women, all of whom have indulged in Undertaken in cooperation with Prof. Joaquin Or- athletics throughout their high school course and two tega, chairman of the department of Spanish, the spe- 
ore ypores years in college. : . . cial curriculum was put into effect only after extend- 

On comparing the X-ray pictures of this sroup with ed negotiations with the Associated Press and United 
the pictures of 100 normals, there is no variation from Press had indicated a need for the special training, the 
the normal and therefore no evidence of hypertrophy. plan for which had brought forth a cordial interest Heart areas of bicycle riders, even with extreme ex- on the part of these associations. 
ertion, do not usually show marked enlargement. In In addition to completing the regular curriculum 
one case we were able to secure an X-ray of a student of the School of Journalism and acquiring a thorough 
who had collapsed while peddling on the stationary training in the Spanish and Portugese languages, the 
bicycle. Much to our Surprise there was a smaller students will pursue a number of special courses in 
heart area than normal. geography, economics, political science, and language, 

~e such as “Geography of South America”, “Geography of 
. ce : Foreign Markets”, “Economic Development and Trade Protecting Giving greater protection to the health of in Latin America”, “The United States and Latin 

Nieepusin’s Wisconsin people during the last year than America”, “Spanish-American Literature”, “Spanish- 
. in any previous period, the state laboratory American Civilization”, and “Interpreting Hispanic of hygiene through its central laboratory at the Uni- News”. 

versity and branches in seven state cities, examined No student will be admitted to the curriculum with- 
124,859 specimens in its search for disease last year, out special permission of the chairman of the Spanish 
it is revealed in a report compiled by Dr. W. D. and journalism departments. After graduation, it is 
Stovall, director. : understood that the press associations will expect the 

This figure represents an increase of almost 10 per candidate to serve for several years in the American 
cent in the work of the central and branch labora- newspaper or association field before going to a Latin- tories. Specimens suspected of carrying disease germs American post. 
are sent to the laboratories from every part of the 
state. These specimens are examined in certain medi- “> 
cal tests at the laboratories, and reports are returned Urge New Erection of a new dairy building for the 
immediately. In this way, a central control over dis- Dairy college of agriculture is advocated editor- 
ease is exercised in Wisconsin, even to the extent of Building ially by Hoard’s Dairyman, a magazine of 
possible epidemics. the dairy industry, in a recent edition. Under the 

The entire increase in the work during the past year caption, “Wisconsin’s Opportunity,” the editors urge 
was accomplished in the central laboratory at the inclusion of this building project in the state’s pro- University, according to the report, which shows a gram of public works as a means of relieving the un- small decrease in the work of the branch laboratories employment situation. 
at Beloit, Green Bay, Kenosha, Oshkosh, Rhinelander, “Hiram Smith hall, the present dairy building, was 
Superior, and Wausau. erected in 1891,” the editorial says. “In the 40 years 

Of the total examinations made during the year, since then the number of milk cows in the state has 77,780 or almost two-thirds were completed at the cen- more than trebled, and the cows of today are of a 
tral laboratory while 47,079 were made in the branch (Continued on page 128) 
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An apprentice may be from “14 to 100 years old,’ 

H PL R A = Mr. Wright said, providing the 14-year-old has had 

anson ans Keturn to ntarctic some preliminary training, and providing the aged are 

[_IEUT. MALCOLM P. HANSON, who helped build vouner nasDaat: : : : 
WHA, the University radio station, plans to return ‘The apprentice will be admitted on one month’s 

to Little America with Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd, trial, his progress and artistic attitude during that 

he revealed in Washington, D. C., recently. period to be the basis of permission or refusal by Mr. 

‘Hanson, who became ‘one Wright and Mr. Widjeveld to continue in the school. 

of the country’s first radio ae ae ae Tuition wall be $520 a year fon the apprentices re- 

announcers with the com- [aaa a ceiving the : Taliesin fellowship, as Mr. Wright terms. 

pletion of WHA, is assem- 4 3 n the apprentice’s connection with the group. 

bling scientific data collect- oF ™" The Taliesin apprentices will work three hours a 

“ : pas day out of doors in such pursuits as farming, and 
ed during the first Byrd ex- | = . 

wee : : viene <<, about five hours a day under the leadership of the 
pedition, with which he was | eh Avena hit il 1 ki 
chief radio operator. A | 3 aculty in architecture, pottery, textiles, glass-making, 

member ofthe navalresearch = . and other ‘arts. 

laboratory, he lives in Wash- | | “ey? 

ington with his wife and | 2 4 

son. The child was born — y ‘ ; 

sehile Hausen ANS ia ‘thé — Fellowes Named District Medical 

sntaretits . ys Supervisor for Alaskan Territory 
A graduate of the Milwau- fy 

kee University school, Han- se For THE first time in its history, Alaska is to have a 

son entered the University SY health supervisor, appointed by the federal govern- 

in 1914, and helped build \ ment to direct a program for the entire territory.. Dr. 

WHA in 1921. He served in Frank Samuelson Fellowes, ’20, has been named dis- 

naval radio stations during HANSON trict medical director for Alaska. He left Seattle Oct. 

the World war. After the 1 to go to Juneau, which will be his headquarters. 

conflict he became a commercial operator at sea, and In 1926, Dr. Fellowes entered the Public Health 
saved a ship damaged by storms with a home-made service as assistant surgeon in the U. S. Marine hospi- 

radio compass. tal at Chicago. After several months there he was 

His observations in Little America won him the gold transferred to the Marine hospital at Norfolk, Va., and 

medal of the Veteran Wireless Operators’ association then to New York Quarantine station. On July 1, 

in 1929. 1928, he was put in charge of all fumigating activities 

at Puget Sound, Victoria B. C., Townsend, Washing- 

“> ton, and Vancouver, with headquarters at Seattle. 

, i Since May 6, 1929, he has been stationed at Portland, 

Frank Lloyd W right Establishes Ore., where he has had supervision of all public health 

* naa activities in that territory. 

Unique Art School at Taliesin In Alaska there are nearly 30,000 natives—Eskimos,. 

PRANK LLOYD WRIGHT, ex-’89, world famous archi- Aleuts, Athapascans, and Thlingets. They live in small 

tect and noted creator of his Taliesin estate at Spring © villages, varying from 30 to 40 people to 300 and 

Green, revealed that he has already received 54 ap- 400, scattered over an empire of 586,400 miles. The 

plications from people in all parts of the world to government has in this vast territory six hospitals, 10 

become apprentices when the Hillside school is re- physicians, and 34 nurses. To the natives and white 

opened at Taliesin in September, 1932, Applications men scattered along thousands of miles of the Yukon 

have been received from people in Japan, China, river a medical boat furnishes the only means of se- 

Switzerland, France, Holland, Russia, and Germany, curing medical and dental relief. 

among other countries. Each year during the summer months, this boat 

The faculty of the school is to consist of about 12 cruises along the river as far as the Yukon Delta with 

members, including Mr. Wright and Dr. Widjeveld, in- a physician, two nurses, and a dentist on board. Much 

ternationally known architect of Amsterdam, Holland, of Dr. Fellowes’ time will be spent in traveling over 

a sculptor, a painter, and technical experts in pot- this vast country by sled, airplane and boat. : 

tery, textiles, and glass-making, Mr. Wright explained. Tuberculosis in its various forms, trachoma, and 

One hundred ten persons will be accepted as appren- pneumonia are particularly prevalent in Alaska, He- 

tices of the school, and there will be no “teaching,” reditary diseases are common and the white man has. 

only leadership by the faculty and freedom to express also contributed, through his contact, certain diseases. 

any artistic ability. which were unknown to the native. 
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Champion Flower Grower Translating German Education 
\Y/HILE BANKS and businesses crash, stocks reach Policies is Badger’s Occupation 

unheard of depths, and earnings dwindle to “i ; : nothing, there are still a few things which “old man W/'TH THE appointment of Alina M. Lindegren, ’21, Depression” can’t touch. One. of them is the growing as a specialist in the foreign education branch of 
of beautiful things. Mr. Martin Knutsen of the class the United States office of education, a Wisconsin of 1914 will vouch for this fact. woman will come to Washington to translate Ger- 

Professor of Bacteriology at Penn State college, Mr. manic-languages and aid = the circulation of infor- 
Knutsen has spent most of his spare hours in the rear ie hee education in western European 
of his home developing a a ee a oe Miss Lindegren was born in Vasa, Finland. For 14 

Whilé:.drowing years she taught in the elementary grades at Superior, 
wabst/ot-the known then from 1920 to 1925 was instructor in the history 
species. of. plants, department while doing graduate work. She received ih e ies pete are roses, her master of arts degree in 1922, and a doctor of 

iS this. aladiolus and philosophy degree in 1928. 
AY Bis Via takes Between 1925 and 1928, she left Wisconsin for Ohio 4 t Bey a vanent a and taught psychology and history of education at y ce Biiicca towers, in Oxford college for women at Oxford, O. Then she 

it HecE tends thom hy returned and since 1928 has been history instructor xy eaaeterfilly ‘ist vat in the Superior State Teachers’ college. 
any : tal Her chief duty in her new position as specialist in 

et is a Ae tS fe Col. western European school systems will be the prepara- 
age NY) \ : ee st Ol tion for publication, from original data written in 
a ye b he aan, Pa various languages of various nations, bulletins and ar- 

7 le in ae ticles on education in the western European countries, 
: particularly the Germanic-language countries. 

enough oe - Miss Lindegren will assist in maintaining constant KNUTSEN AND HIS CUPS ee eee t ne contact with educational movements in these coun- 
the third year in succession, thereby are tiie tries and in collecting and keeping adequate documen- 
nent possession of the trophy. The ease with which tation: about Taen ne mall also" help callege ele he accomplished this feat is disclosed in the final tab. trars and committees of admission in the United States 
ulations showing Mr. Knutsen with a total of 64 points Ke evallnte credeuuals Of;students! from ‘the: Germtanié; to 33 for his nearest competitor. The Kiwanis cup Scandinavian countries. 
for excellency in roses also rests on Mr. Knutsen’s “oy 
mantle for the coming year. 

edie Thirty Thousand Made Use of the 

University Facilities Last Vear 
Kammhol: Receives Haight Award OF THE 32,120 men and women who made use of 

Two YEARS ago, members of the Class of 1899 es- the educational facilities of the University during 
tablished the George Haight Scholarship for out- the past year, in their pursuit of higher education, a standing students of forensics. The first award made large majority Eee from Wisconsin, according to fig- 

last year was received by Thomas Parry Jones, a ures recently compiled in the office of the University 
young Englishman studying for the ministry. This statistician. 
year the annual $500 award has been voted to Theo- Men lead the women in taking advantage of. these phil Kammholz, a third year law student. higher educational facilities, it was revealed, since 

Rated by members of the speech department fac- 18,851 men were enrolled in the various courses of 
ulty as one of the most outstanding debaters ever to study offered during the year by the University, while enter Wisconsin, Kammholz has received practically only 13,269 women were enrolled. 
every award possible for one interested in forensics These figures consist of the total number of men and to receive. For three years he has been a member women enrolled in all of the various divisions, ses- 
of the intercollegiate debate team. He is a member of sions, and short courses provided by the University 
Hesperia society and was its president in 1929-30. In during the entire year. The largest number of students, 1930-31, he was president of the forensic board. He 10,001, were enrolled in courses of study offered dur- received the Vilas medal in 1930. He is a member of ing the regular school year. 
the Union Forum Committee, president of the Wis- An additional 3,855 students were enrolled in the 
consin chapter of Delta Sigma Rho, honorary forensic summer session courses, and 156 more in the short 
fraternity, and associate editor of the Wisconsin Law and dairy courses, the figures show. Exactly 8,892 per- 
Review, publication of the Law school. And in addi- sons sought higher education during the year through 
tion to his many activities on the campus, Kammholz the correspondence study department of the Extension 
has maintained the remarkable average of 2.54 includ- division, while another 8,522 Wisconsin citizens went 
ing two years of work in the Law school. He is a to school in extension classes held in many cities of 
member of Delta Pi Epsilon social fraternity. (Continued on page 121) 
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3 , the team a year ago, gave up his post early in the sea- 

Kabat Elected Football Captain son, when he realized that, weakened by an attack of 

GREG KABAT, Wisconsin’s all-conference guard influenza, he would not be able to stay with his team. 

for the past two years, received additional hon- The Billie Goldie trophy, annually awarded to the 

ors recently when he was chosen captain of the leading cross-country man on the Wisconsin team, was 

1932 football team by his mates as they were feted by given this year to Lawrence Kirk, Seaside, Ore. Kirk 
260 students and alumni at a banquet held in Tripp was the first Badger in three of the five races he ran, 

commons. being second to Bertrand in the conference run, and 

“T am glad to have this honor bestowed upon me fourth against Michigan. 

by the fellows of the team,” stated Kabat, “and I want ~~? 

to say now that we are not out 

ar just moral victories next a Smith Selected Most Valuable 
6 a 

The banquet for the purpose oe HAROLD F. SMITH, of Freeport, Ill., the captain of 

of honoring the 1931 grid team 2 i the 1931 football team, was designated as the most 

was featured by speeches by valuable player to the 1931 squad by his teammates. 

Pres. Glenn Frank, Maj. John As a result, he was the Badger nominee for the trophy 

Griffiths, Big Ten athletic com- awarded annually by The Chicago Tribune to the 

missioner, Head Coach Glenn grid man selected as the most valuable player to his 

Thistlethwaite, Athletic Director fe team in the Western conference. Clarence Munn of 

George Little, and Ted Kamm- iN Vy Minnesota was awarded the honor. 

holz, ’32. = ae “Hal” has been a varsity tackle 

Kabat learned his football in De ip for three years. He is a senior 

Milwaukee while attending Bay ae = Ole! in civil engineering and is earn- 

View High school. In his prep y ‘ § es ing his way through college by 

playing he featured in the full- « y iN working nights in a filling sta- 
back post and won all-city rec- tion. 

ognition for several years. He Hal, who is six feet in height 

was shifted to guard in his fresh- and tips the beam at 185 pounds, 

man year at the University and has been under a handicap ever 

did so well at his new post that ea " ) since he first took up the grid- 

he was acclaimed as one of the ri y iron sport. Due to a weak knee 

best guards in the middle west - % S de received in a high school tilt, he 
by the late Knute Rockne at the ee has been compelled to wear a 

close of the 1930 season. Both a A je \es heavy metal brace all the time 

last year and after this past sea- + ie Hy he has played with the single ex- 

son Kabat won berths on several CAP’T-ELECT. ON e a ception of the Chicago game dur- 

of the all-conference and _ all ee ing the last season. In addition, 

western teams. He is awarded honorable mention in - Po he has suffered from a strained 
the College Humor all-American squad for the 1931 —— Vie wrist and a broken hand, but 

season. Outside of his football work, Greg is one of ig F neither of these was enough to 

the mainstays on Art Thomsen’s hockey team, and is ee = keep him idle for a long stretch 

a consistent performer in the shot put and discus of time. 

events in outdoor track. Like most every other cap- Se The outstanding factor in 
tain Wisconsin has had in recent years, Kabat is work- is Let] Smith’s play was its inconspicu- 

ing his way through school. 4 ousness. Because of the finished 

“ww quality of his work, he was sel- 

MOST VALUABLE dom ide as waa pa 3 of a 

: : : game, but you have only to as! 

Wright Elected Harrier Captain his mates to ascertain whether he was aggressively 

GEORGE “RED” WRIGHT, ’33, was elected captain driving into the heart of the enemy offense and lead- 

of the 1932 Wisconsin cross-country team at the ing his men in the attack. He was often down on 

annual Turkey banquet of the team. punts with his ends, despite the fact that he was not 

Kenneth Bertrand, Madison senior, was elected to naturally a.speedy runner. He was a deadly tackler, 

the leadership of the 1931 team as a post-season honor. and the times that a defensive man came through 

MacClure Thompson, who had been chosen to head his part of the line were few and far between. 
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Miller Made Frosh Crew Coach Tankmen Look Only Mediocre 
GFORGE W. (RIP) MILLER, ’31, was elected fresh- ASsouan of 47 Badger swimmers is being worked 

man crew coach at a meeting of the athletic coun- out three times a week by Coach Joe Steinauer in 

cil held early this fall. For the past two years, Miller an effort to produce a better team this year than was 

has been coxswain of the Badger varsity and has bent obtained last year. It is expected 

every effort to produce a winning crew for Wisconsin. ee, ae that this can easily be done, as the 

He succeeds Frank Orth, ’28. | | ~~ 1930-31 team was riddled by in- 
Miller first learned his oarsmanship under “Old oo Be 7 eligibilities. 

Dick” Glendon at Annapolis, where he coxied the Navy be a The first workout was held by 
Freshman and Junior Varsity to victories at the histo- "Wied = ~=——Sstthe varsity swimming team on Oc- 
ric Poughkeepsie regatta. He was dropped from the 7. Te tober 1. While the number of men 

Naval academy because of his inability to grow a few eal > ; oo reporting is not any larger than 

inches to reach the height requirement set by the othe * usual, it contains a fairly large 
Navy. His first year at Wisconsin he alternated with ag te ae percentage of good swimmers. 

“Bobby” Jones in barking at the huskies. When Jones oe “Eight of last year’s varsity squad 
left school, Miller assumed full charge of the cox- WRer  ~have returned while 11 of last 
swain’s seat. STEINAUER year’s frosh paddlers are trying to 

Coach Mike Murphy is especially pleased with the earn their letters this year. 

selection as he feels that Miller knows more about row- In general the squad is not outstanding but this is no 

ing than any other man whom the athletic department fault of the coaches. The development of swimmers is 

could obtain for the meager salary offered. The fresh- slow, due to the inadequate facilities, provided by the 

men have been rowing in the huge sixteen oared barge University, for this purpose. 

ever since the beginning of school and as soon as the The freshman team is still in the making, having had 

cold weather sets in will be transferred to the old shelf only two workouts this season, so naturally no predic- 
in the Gym annex where they will work on the ma- tions can be made for them. As practice continues, 
chines until the lake opens again in spring. freshmen will be eliminated by time trials till a group 

~“ey? of about 25 men remains. This will take some time as 
there are 90 men trying out for the frosh team. 

Marquette Signed for Next Season wa? 
W/ISCONSIN and Marquette will clash on the grid- 

iron at Camp Randall, Oct. 1, 1932. Thirty Thousand Made Use of the 
The contract which was completed between Conrad 

Jennings, athletic’ director at the Milwaukee school, University Facilities Last Vear 
cer eee E. ee anton eg teed intense a (Continued from page 119) 

eae Temlelaters a the. an orees "Of Mul the state. Finally at the Milwaukee center of the Ex- 
This game completes the 1932 list of major games tension division, 694 other persons attended classes. 

on schedule, which follows: Men lead the women in only one of the sessions of 

Oct. 1—Marquette, here. the University, the report revealed, when it showed 

Oct. 8—Iowa, here. that 2,460 women were enrolled in last year’s summer 

Oct. 15—Purdue at Lafayette. session classes, while only 1,395 men were registered. 

Oct. 22—Open. During the regular year, however, almost twice as 

Oct. 29—Ohio State at Columbus. many men as women attended the classes at the Uni- 

Noy. 5—Illinois, here. versity. While 6,339 men were enrolled in the regular 

Nov. 12—Minnesota, here. session, only 3,662 women were registered as students. 

Nov. 19—Chicago at Chicago. Of the total studying by correspondence, 3,633 were 

The date was selected as Oct. 1, in preference to the women and 5,259 were men. Exactly 5,156 men were 
other open date, Oct. 22, because the latter comes be- enrolled in the extension classes, while 3,366 women 

tween the Purdue and Ohio games on Oct. 15, and Oct. attended. At the Milwaukee center, 547 of the students 

29. It is planned to schedule a weak team for the were men and only 147 women, while in the short and 
intervening weekend. dairy courses, 155 times more men -were enrolled than 

Marquette has never defeated Wisconsin at football women, since only.one woman attended these courses, 
in the seven times the two have met, and the Hilltop- while 155 men were registered. 
pers have scored only once. The first game of the Although no women at all were enrolled in the en- 

: series was played in 1904 and resumed intermittently gineering courses offered in the graduate school, the 
until 1919. In 1908 Marquette scored six points against report showed that women were gradually creeping in- 
the Badgers’ nine. to the fields of study offered by the professional schools 

The complete record: of the University. Exactly 15 women were engaged in 
1904—Wisconsin 33, Marquette 0. the study of law, while 26 were enrolled in medicine. 

1905—Wisconsin 29, Marquette 0. Among the undergraduate courses, 17 women were 
1908—Wisconsin 9, Marquette 6. found enrolled in chemistry courses, 25 in premedical 

1913—Wisconsin 13, Marquette 0. courses, three in chemical engineering, and only one 

1914—Wisconsin 48, Marquette 0. each in civil and electrical engineering courses of 

1915—Wisconsin 85, Marquette 0. study. Women reigned supreme in home economics 
1919—Wisconsin 13, Marquette 0. courses, with 325 enrolled during the year. 
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Class of 1882 Class of 1902 Class of 1917 
Frank A. Howe of Mellette, S. Arthur H. Insuscu suffered a “Peter Mabie,” who makes de- 

Dak., is planning to attend the fif- stroke of apoplexy several years lightful illustrations for small chil- 

tieth reunion of the class in June. ago and has been unable to talk dren’s books, is really Emelie Wir- 

His son, Charles B. Howe, is in the since that time. However, he still DENBECK of Madison. Miss Wieden- 

economic division of the Federal enjoys his daily walks.——Frank G. beck has published five books, 
Farm Board at Washington. His Swosopa recently addressed the na- among them “Gingerbread Stories,” 

daughter, Frances, is the wife of tional convention of the Aetna Life and “The Toy Shop Parade.” She 

Dr. Clif. Hamilton, and his young- Insurance co. on the subject of “Us- has just completed two additional 
est daughter, Mary, is a graduate ing All the Tools in the Kit.”— books and is working upon three 

student at Denver University, Colo. Charles D. Hunter, who is a physi- more. Her latest marketed book is 
cian with offices in the Medical “When the Circus Comes to Town.” 

Arts bldg., Tacoma, Wash., has re- 
Class of 1888 tired as president of the North Pa- Clixcs of 1918 

George Bouticer is living in cific Surgical Society. Chester ALLEN, director of field 
Claremont, Minn. He has been a organization at the University Ex- 
minister in the Presbyterian Church Class of 1908 tension Division, was one of Wis- 
i “a years, oe of ae William 0. Horcuxiss, president consin’s representatives at meetings 
ave Deen spent in Minnesota. of the Michigan School of Mines, is of the National Institute on Mer- 

the author of a new book, “The cenary Crime held in Chicago re- 
tory of a Billi ears.” cently. Judge Andrew A. Bruce, 

Class of 1894 ss mee °90, was one of the speakers at the 
Hobart S. Jonson, formerly vice- session. 

president of the Gisholt Machine Class of 1906 
tae ‘eae _“ been ens he Ralph D. Herzen has been chosen Class of 1919 

panies oes eee A: TORNEOW, peers ne we ea, Couey Johann J. SmMerTENKO has been 
91, oF Hi ae eeu ne ete selected as managing editor of the 

oA he American Bankers’ Associa- new weekly magazine, “Opinion, a 

: Journal of Jewish Life and Let- 
Class of 1895 . Cl ; f ters.” Mr. Smertenko was formerly 

Aloys WartNer writes: “This ass of 1912 an instructor of journalism at Grin- 
reminds me that over six months James R. ApaMs is in the rubber _ nell college. He has been a con- 
have passed since many of us met manufacturing business in Califor- tributor to a number of leading 
at Madison at the class reunions in nig, His address is 468 West Wil- | American periodicals, including 
June. It was an enjoyable meeting, son st., Glendale. K. T. Ho, vice- the Nation and the Outlook.—Wil- 
to see many of the old grads back _ president of the Liberty Bank of liam P. Hayss is an engineer with 
at Madison, and yet how many Honolulu, has been elected to serve _ the Keystone Pipe Line co. of Phil- 
changes have been wrought since as cashier of the institution. adelphia. He and his family are 
°95! One would hardly know the living at 85 Lincoln ave. Lans- 
place, so much larger and greater : 
every way. And then to meet Pres- Class of 1916 donee 
ident Frank is a real treat. Here Robert J. CunNINGHAM of Janes- Class of 1920 
are greetings to the boys and girls ville, has been appointed counsel . 
of ’95.”—One of the first nomina- for the League of Wisconsin Mu- eee OS aomey in 

. 3 ease atone z anesville, has been appointed coun- tions confirmed by the senate at its nicipalities.—Martin H. Hiaeins has ty judge of Rock County.—Bert -H. 
first executive session of this con- been appointed chairman of the ed- PuERNER, who is. with the Allis- 
gress was that of Ralph E. Smiru ucational committee of the Chicago Gialnieks eb: of Milwaukee, recent: : a a . 2 for assistant to the commissioner of Advertising Club. Under the lead- ly returned from Russia. He spent 
internal revenue. Smith is now ership of Mr. Higgins, a three-day a . . Ff . sae a x a year in the Soviet States as rep- 
second in command at the internal advertising exhibit will be shown resentative of the company. 
revenue bureau. Smith has been at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, from ; 
with the bureau for the past six January 21 to 23, displaying the 
years. He began as an attorney best advertising produced in Chi- Class of 1921 
and became head of the civil divi- cago during 1931.—E. H. THomp- Howard P. Jones has been ap- 
sion of the general counsel’s office son has been appointed county pointed secretary of a nation-wide 
a year ago. agent of Ozaukee, Wis., County. committee to study county govern- 
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ment and recommend improvement. sphere and alternates seasons with 

Jones is public relations secretary this section.—Adolph J. AckERMAN BE A NEWSPAPER 

of the National Municipal League. sailed on December 15 for the Pan- CORRESPONDENT 

ama Canal Zone where he is to be Any intelligent person may earn money 
Class of 1922 engaged on the construction of the corresponding for newspapers ; all or spare 

: ; Madden Dam for the next three or wassligs pend tor tres booklet? tells io 
ae ForTHAL baer is a re- four years. Room 621, Dun Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. 

search assistant at the University 

of Chicago. She is living at 222 N. 
Oak Pat ave. Oak Darke Class of 1927 Bill Granam; Clarence SONDERN, 

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. ARNoLD who has returned to do graduate 

Class of 1923 (Helen Wiucox, ’28) and their work; Arthur Gosiine; Bill Aspin- 
. daughter, Elizabeth, have moved WALL who guides the financial des- 

_Dr. GC. Oliver HEIMDAL completed from New Jersey back to Wiscon-  tinies of the Athletic Department; 

oe ae in surgery at the in| Mr. Arnold has been trans- Mrs. Harry Thoma (Peg DraKe); 
ayo Clinic last spring and has genreq from the E. I. DuPont de and Harry Tuoma. It was decided 
ee offices in Aurora, Ill. He Nemours & Co. dye works plant at to correspond with the presidents 

ae em ee pee cin Pennsgrove, N. J., where he has of the other classes reunioning in 

Bulil-4s living at 1369° Hudson ave., to the Newport plant at Carrolville, tempt to formulate a program in 
Chicago.-Fred’ G, Srawanhy isco Wis., which has recently been tak- which all of these classes would 

- en over by the DuPont co.—Ralph take part. More news concerning 
assistant professor at Penn State i hi . ill. appear ina later 

College, State College, Pa.—Clark A. Bi MeMULLEN 8 with the U.S. Bu- : 2 aR N on 

Duwi is totching'at Oklahoma A, Tettof Pulic Honds tn Glacier Nex swe of the Magee 
& M. College, Stillwater. at Portland. Ore. Glass at 1929 

Clayton Fyre is a research’ en- 
Laie Class of Leno Class of 1928 gineer with the Oilgear co. of Mil- 

tion of College and University Un- Frank Henry, farm editor of the  Waulkee-—H. W. Grrtacit is doing 
fone Wha : Wisconsin State Journal, Madison sraduate work in the College of Ag- ch was held in Ann Arbor i 2 ? . . ‘ 
in December, Porter F. Burrs, house Was elected vice-president of the ee 
divector of the Memorial Union, Farm News Writers Association at J. Kraut soe oe Elec- 

was elected president for the com- _ the annual meeting held in Chicago He (6, Aue cH ener iady: 
ing year.—Fred Motiervs is an en- 12 December.—Mary WILKINSON Cl f 
gineer with the International Ma- Byrnes is assistant director of the ass of 1980 

chinery co. at Antofagasta, Chile. Home Service department of the Raymond JoHNnson is an accoun- 
T. M. E.R. & L. Co., Milwaukee — ant with the National Theatre Sup- 

Class of 1995 John H. NELSON is doing graduate ply co. of New York. He is living 

acon: ‘Smeal writes: "4. anu work at the University of Califor- at 8300 4th ave., Brooklyn.—Synne- 

head of the dancing at Barnard oe) Berkeley: <Hlorence Hieanys va HOFLAND is the director of phys- 

College, Colunbia University, and. Span he eo eee ne ee Tae Guiyliig the work at Bacnacd aboard the Ss. S. Marques de Comil- ester College, St. Paul._—Franklin 
immensely.”__Mr. and Mrs, Carl H las for Spain, where they will Prinz is singing with Ben Bernie’s 
Reanta (Alice Cimmrnes) have spend the next few months.—Mad- orchestra at the Hotel Sherman, 

moved from Milwaukee to 131 Glad- a oe * — rie ao o a ae Me eal Mee didtle ‘sk: Detvoit. Mich. where Mr the Memorial Union building on is attending St. Catherine’s college 
Bishi S ovasatite a Milwaukee ad. December 16 to formulate plans for of Oxford University, England, fin- 

a the coming reunion in June. Fif- ished third in the annual cross- 
vertising agency. teen members helped to consume a country race between Oxford and 

CT f tasty meal. Those present were Cambridge in December. Oxford 
ass of 1926 Charles Dotxarp, assistant director defeated Cambridge 20 points to 35. 

Ear] J. RENARD, who has been co- _—of the Memorial Union; Arthur AN- —Gilbert Orson is coaching the 
operating with the Wisconsin Col- | DERSON who is selling insurance to basketball squad of the Neillsville 
lege of Agriculture in the develop- _ the gullible Madisonians and who Service co. at Neillsville, Wis.— 
ment of disease-free stocks, recent- as treasurer of the Class presented “Bud” Foster is playing basketball 
ly sailed for New Zealand where he a very favorable financial report; with the Neenah professional team. 
is establishing plantings of canning Hamilton Bearry, arising architect, —Rosalyn RosENTHAL writes: “A 
peas for the coming months. As a Gordon Dawson, who is practicing _ three months trip through Europe, 
representative of a peas seed grow- law with Lyall Beggs; Mrs. Gordon Egypt and Palestine has just come 
ing oriinse ta he is actively en- aoe (Marjorie McCLEeLuan); to an end. Now, while still gasping 
gaged in producing certain superi- ic: LA, now Selling steel in an from the thrill of that, I have an- 
or strains of disease resistant peas, effort to aid the return of prosperi- nounced my engagement to Dr. N. 
the demand for which necessitates ty; Mortimer Huser, district super- Zeitlin of Chicago. I shall be mar- 
speeding up the growing program. visor for Aetna Life Insurance co.; ried shortly, but intend to continue 
New Zealand was selected because Bob Pixe, now in his second year studying sculpturing and finishing 
it is located in the southern hemi- in the Law School; Martha BrownE; my M. A. at Northwestern.” 
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vember 7 at Evanston. At Kans., on December 19 at 
Engagements home at 207 Kedzie st., Evans- Madison. At home at 1336 

ton. Greenleaf st., Chicago. Mr. 
1920 Elise A. Low, La Porte, Ind., 1925 Mary E. Arwoop, Madison, to Hunt is attending Northwest- 

to Herbert M. Kaun, Apple- Henri Binet, Geneva, Switz- ern Law School. ee 
ton. Miss Low is a graduate erland, on December 22 at ex’31 Ethel Krause, Sun Prairie, to 
of the University of Illinois. Geneva. Charles A. Wick on Novem- 

1924 Emma Gibson Gregg, Wash- ex 25 Ruth Asuron, Rockford, to ber 19 at Waukegan. At home 
ington, D. C., to Dr. Allan D. Dr. Aven Nelson, Laramie, in Milwaukee. : 
Dickson, Madison. Miss Wyo., on November 29 at ex 32 N. Jeane Heinze, Madison, to 
Gregg attended George Wash- Santa Fe, N. M. At home in 1931 Charles B. Sumner on De- 
ington University. No date Laramie, where Dr. Nelson is cember 28 at Madison. At 
has been set for the wedding. in charge of the botany de- home in Baton Rouge, La. 

1924 Helene C. Copp, Chula Vista, partment of the University 1933 Leona E. Ranyard, Madison, 
Calif., to Harvey H. Karnopp. of Wyoming. to John B. Forp, on Decem- 
Miss Copp is a graduate of - ex’27 Helmae M. Blankenheim, ber 23 at Madison. At home 
Lawrence College. Madison, to Harold H. Hays- at 1121 East Johnson st., 

1928 Faerie KoHLuase, Chicago, SEN on December 22 at Madi- Madison. Mr. Ford is a stu- 
to Stanley T. Crossland, Blue son. At home at Spring Har- dent in the College of Agri- 
Island, Ill. bor, Madison. culture. s 

1931 Aloysia P. OBERLAND, Manito- 1927 Edna Schelin, Milwaukee, to 1933 Clara V. BROSSELL, Milwau- 
woc, to Gustav F. Luttring- Carl J. REINHOLD on Decem- 1932 kee, to Morris ZENorF, Chip- 
haus, Maywood, Ill. Mr. Lutt- ber 5 at Whitefish Bay, Mil- pewa Falls, on December 22 
ringhaus is a graduate of the waukee. At home in Shore- at Milwaukee. 
University of Munich, Ger- wood. ex ’33 Fern Colwell, Madison, to 

oxy BBY: 1927 Barbara F. Moore, Reedsburg, Merwin A, Ripgeway on No- 
ex ’31 Grace Godfrey, Wauwatosa, to Francis E. Dameron, Sea- vember 28. 

to Richard Forester. Miss ton, Ill., on November 27. 

Godfrey attended Oberlin 1927 Evelyn M. Fossum to Carl W. 
san College. Erikson, Chicago, on Novem- Bi h 

ex ’32 Jane Brooks to Harold E. ber 30 at Chicago. At home irths 
Hotsroox, Jr., both of Mil- on Glenwood ave. in that ; 
waukee. Miss Brooks is a city. 1911 To Mr. and Mrs. CG. F. 
graduate of Milwaukee- 1928 Mary J. WiLKinson, Ocono- ex ’13 ScHWENKER (Vernie Mc- 
Downer. mowoc, to M. B. Byrnes on Cann) a son, David John, on 

October 24. At home at 3035 May 27 at Madison. 
: W. Wisconsin ave., Milwau- 1916 To Dr. and Mrs. Arnold S. 

Marriages kee. ex ’19 Jackson (Lora ZIESEL) a 
1929 Eunice Horn, Yankton, S. D., daughter, on November 3 at 

Faculty Margaret Hahn to Profes- 1930 to Howard W. Ream, Madi- Madison. 
sor Richard T. Ery in the son, on December 25 at Mil- 1916 To Mr. and Mrs. Maurice R. 
summer. Prof. and Mrs. waukee. 1916 Bess (Helen Van ARSDALE) a 
Ely are living at Redburn, 1930 Evelyn D. Holliday, Madison, daughter, Helen Sue, on July 
N. J., near the Institute for to Jerome H. Herriep on De- 9. 
Research in Land Econom- cember 25 at Madison. At 1920 To Mr. and Mrs. Eugene D. 
ics and Public Utilities. home in Watertown, where 1919 Maurer (Eleanore StTaNcu- 
Mrs. Ely attended North- Mr. Herried is a teacher in FIELD) a daughter, on Decem- 
western university. the high school. ber 20 at Madison. 

1915 Josephine Gruetzmacher, Wa- 1930 Catherine O’MALLEy, Chica- 1922 To Mr. and Mrs. Theo. B. 
tertown, to Emil Nevupert, 1927 go, to Robert T. Homewoop 1923 Manny (Elsie B. SHERMAN) 
Lake Mills, on December 9 at on December 28 at Madison. a daughter, Elizabeth Sher- 
Columbus. At home in Lake Mr. Homewood is assistant man, on December 10. 
Mills, where Mr. Neupert is state sanitary engineer of 1923 To Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. 
cashier and a member of the Virginia. 1925 Nyuus (Gertrude Kirrieson) 
board of directors of the 1930 Mary P. Furron to William a daughter, Barbara Kay, on 
Bank of Lake Mills. 1930 W. Garstane on September November 22, at Kewaunee. 

1917 Laura M. Gundlach to Armin 12. At home at 3504 Ever- 1924 To Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mo.- 
ELMENDORF on December 5 at green ave., Indianapolis, Ind. LERUS, a son, on November 
Chicago. 1931 Blanche Wo.pert, Antigo, to 16 at Antofogasta, Chile. 

1922 Irma Peuser to Anthony F. 1931 Herman J. Posner, Milwau- 1925 To Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. 
RoHLFING, both of Milwau- kee, on December 27 at Mad- Breuo (Alice E. CumMMINGS) 
kee, on November 28 at Mil- ison. Mr. Posner is a student a child, Deines Dale, on De- 
waukee. in the law school of the Uni- cember 11, at Detroit. _ 

1922 Lucille Lanesrapr, Appleton, versity. 1926 To Mr. and Mrs. Curtis D. 
to Edward Jozwiak, Winona, 1931 Alice Yarwood, Madison, to Ae atae (Elizabeth Pier) 
Minn., on November 28 at Lewis D. Bacon on Decem- a son, Allan Kent, on Decem- 
Winona. At home in that city ber 3 at Madison. At home at ber 11 at Madison. 
at 708 W. King st. 408 N. Henry st., Madison. 1929 To Mr. and Mrs. Mathew 

1924 Marcia L. Bruch, Evanston, 1931 Carol A. Williams, Madison, 1930 Derrzon (Mildred Gorpon) a 
to Edward F. Poser on No- to John H. Hunt, Topeka, son, in December, 1930. 
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C With the 

it together, listen together, 

sing together, eat together, 
Minneapolis Alumnae Celebrate and yeu’ll work together. ' 

With a Pre=Christmas Party 
‘THE Minneapolis Alumnae club concluded its 1931 “These men would not usurp the position held by 

activities with three highly interesting meetings. The the police detective, but would work with him through 
first of these, held on October 30, was a joint meeting the use of ballistics, metalographic analysis, and other 
of the Wisconsin clubs of Minneapolis. This was the scientific methods for detecting ORES 6 4 big football banquet on the night preceding the Min- With the use of lantern slides the criminologist ex- 
nesota game. The dinner was held in the Curtis Hotel. plained how bullets can be identified with a single 
The dining room and tables were beautifully decorated gun, like fingerprints can be charged to a single per- in cardinal and white. George Little and “Roundy” son. Dr. Mathews will probably be asked to introduce 
Coughlin, “the bard of Mendota”, were the principal such evidence into court when the hearing is held here 
speakers. Eighty-five members attended the dinner in connection with the Burlington bank robbery. 
and dance which followed. Cheers and songs were Through the eyes of powerful microscopes, every lead by two of the varsity cheerleaders. bullet fired in the commission of a crime carries its 

On November 21 members of the club met at a tell-tale mark, every knife blade leaves its insignia in 
luncheon at the College Club. The business meeting the object it cuts, and Every, mud-covered shoe tells 
was dispensed with and the afternoon was spent in where the wearer has been,” Professor Mathews point- 
playing bridge. Prizes were awarded for the highest ed out. ‘ 
scores. There were twenty-seven members present. Sixty-seven attended the dinner and about twenty 

Twenty-six members of the club enjoyed a Christ- more came later. 
mas party at the home of Mrs. H. O. Frobach on the “sto 
night of December 15. Every guest brought a gaily . . 
wrapped gift for the Christmas tree and these were New York Alumni Club Entertained 
distributed later in the evening. Each member of the ¢ ‘x : 
social committee sponsored a different game. One of by Noted Scientists on Museum Trip 
the most interesting guessing contests consisted of a MEMBERS of the New York alumni club had one of 
collection of pictures of the members taken in the their most interesting meetings of all times when, 
good old days on the University campus. Prizes were on November 12, they spent “A Night With Scientists” awarded on high score in each game. at the American Museum of Natural History in New 

ANN Canoun Marys, York City. A dinner preceded the interesting trip 
Secretary through the fascinating halls of this famed museum. 
“ee? The Round Table Committee of the club succeeded 

in making arrangements with the Museum authorities : , which provided for an honor which heretofore had Racine Hears about Mathews been accorded only two outside groups. Following the 
Crime Detection Work at Dinner dinner members of the club were divided into groups 

. . . and taken behind the scenes of the Museum where the NEP for a state crime detection laboratory in which intricacies of the exhibits were explained to them by Wisconsin’s scientists can contribute to the solu- such eminent scientists as Roy Chapman Andrews of 
tion of its cities’ crimes, was emphasized by Prof. J. H. Beloit, Wis., noted explorer of the great Gobi desert 
Mathews, dean of the chemistry department, and sci- and author of several highly interesting books on ex- entific criminologist, in an address before Racine ploration; Dr. George H. Sherwood, director of the 
Alumni club on December 3. Museum; Albert E. Butler, associate chief in prepara- Judges, city officials and members of Racine police tion. Dr. John H. Finley, Associate Editor of the New and sheriff’s departments were guests at the meeting, York Times and who takes great pride in his honorary which opened winter activities of the club. Among LLD. from Wisconsin, was chairman of the evening. those present were Judge E. B. Belden of circuit court, Starting with the first of the year, the New York club 
Judge E. R. Burgess of municipal court, Cornelius Col- will issue a monthly bulletin containing all notices for bert, city attorney, Lieutenant Muhlke of Racine police the month. It has been felt that this bulletin will result department, Sheriff Anderson, Joseph Marck, finger- in a saving in postage and printing costs over a period print expert, and Deputies Septon, Peterson, and Erick- of time. Their first bulletin, dated January 1 contains 
son. the following record of achievement for the past year: “A crime detection laboratory, manned by men “In this busy Metropolitan atmosphere of many in- closely identified with scientific crime work, would terests and diversions a thousand miles away, Wiscon- be a valuable supplement to the work of Racine’s sin is not as visible and dominating as it was when we police,” Dr. Mathews said. (Continued on page 129) 
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& Hausman, f...0 0 0 Vincent, c----3 0 2 
Basketball Team Wins Three Oakes G---41. 201 Berger; ge. 210 eal 

| . ‘ Nelson, g-----1 0 2 Buscher, g----2. 2 2 

of the First Five Games Steinmetz, g-.0 0 0 Wright,.g.----0 0°20 

(Continued from page 112) Poser;: g- 25-521 0 0 Totals_..-18. 4.97 

the finish, sinking another field goal just a split second Totals----15 2 8 
after the gun exploded. 

The game was hard fought and a bit rough but there an ee PF ee ve PF 

was nothing suggestive of intentional “dirt” on either Cran ol eg W.kowallisf.2 2° 0 

side and it undoubtedly helped greatly to improve the Steen, gjitha eo Seg Lawry. fis a 11 

feeling between the two schools. Rees $20. 0850 Ochsenhirt 6.0.88 
The players were given a short lay-off following this Ouee es 1 2 Smith, eg 12 

game and returned to Madison, December 28, to pre- Nelson, g-.---2 1 0 McCamants, g.0 0 4 

pare for their last preliminary test—an intersectional Poser, g_-----3 1 2 Wrobleski, g--2 0 0 

game with the University of Maryland, Southern con- Totals...12 6 10 Totals....11. 7.9 

ference champions. This proved about the most breath- 

taking battle seen in Madison in years. The Southern- WISCONSIN (23) MARQUETTE (26) 

ers have a great team—four seniors and a junior—and FG FT PF FG FT PF 

they play the professional type of basketball which al- Steen, ‘f-.....0° 3. 2 Gorychka, f--.1 0 4 
ways looks good when put on with the polish this Swan, f------0° 07: 1 Mullen, f-----1 0 2 

Maryland team had. Tornowske, f-1 1 0 Zummach, f-.0 1 3 

Pages might well be written about this epic battle, Oakes, c------4 0 2 Budrunas, c.--2 3 0 

which Wisconsin won only after an overtime period, Poser, g------2 1 4 Shipley, g----4 1 1 

32—30. Space permits only a paragraph. The Badgers Steinmetz, g--0 1 0 Ronzani, g----2 1 1 

did not score for fifteen minutes, while the visitors Nelson, g-----1 1 0 Totals.-.-10 6 11 
were piling up 10 points. Then the “system” play be- Totals-.--8 7 9 
gan to work and at half time it was 7—14. Wisconsin WISCONSIN (30) NORTHWESTERN (31) 
spurted in the second half and soon tied the count, FG FT PF FG FT PF 

after which the lead alternated several times. Finally, Steen, f-.....0 4 8 Reiff, foi0 0624 4A 

Meanwell sent Doug Nelson back into the game with Rewey, f-.--.1 1 4 Johnson, f.-..3 1 3 

Maryland leading, 26—24, and only seconds left to Tornowske, f.0 0 0 Mc Carnes,c--1 1 3 

play. Doug came through with a long goal, four sec- Vaicek, f..--.0 0 1 Brewer, c-.-.0 1 1 
onds ahead of the gun, and the second half ended 26— Steimetz, f....0 1 0 Farber, g----.2 4 1 
26. Captain Steen, a competitor from his head to his Oakes, c..----2 0. 2 Smith, g--.-..0 0 1 

heels, scored all of his team’s points in the overtime Poser, g------6 1 0 Totals...10 11 11 

period—three field goals. One was a long one; on the Nelson, g-----2 1 1 

other two, though almost out on his feet, Steen dribbled f Totals...11. 8 11 

right through the defense for shots under the basket. 
Maryland scored two goals to tie the count at 30-all. GS d F 3 

But Steen’s final goal was made just one second before ym an encing 
the period ended. Rewey, sophomore forward, cinched Gymnastic and fencing teams are facing difficulties 

a regular position by getting six goals. this year due to the financial situation. The number of 
Wisconsin lived up to its fighting record in the op- men comprising the gymnastic squad has been reduced 

ening Big Ten clash with Northwestern, defending from 10 to 6, and the fencing team has also suffered a 
champions, at Evanston, January 4. No one conceded cut of from seven to three men. Consequently only the 

the Badgers a chance yet they forced the title holders Big Ten championship gymnastic and fencing meet at 

into an overtime period, lost by a single point, 31- Chicago, March 11-12, and a dual fencing meet with 

30, and with any luck might have won, for they out- Northwestern on March 5 in Madison have been sched- 

shot Northwestern from the floor. The Purple players, uled thus far. 

however, performed the almost unprecedented feat of Meets with other schools may be scheduled if the 
sinking 11 out of 12 free throws. Northwestern excelled gymnastic coaches agree on the personnel. At present 

in recovering rebounds and held the tricky Meanwell they are corresponding. with each other to attempt to 

short passing attack pretty well in hand. Joe Reiff, iron out the difficulties occasioned by the reduction in 

ace of the Purple five, lived up to his reputation as the the squads. One of the suggestions which has been pre- 

best shot in the conference by getting four field goals sented is to eliminate all meets except the conference 

and four free throws. Bobby Poser again did magnifi- tourney and to score that on a dual meet basis. 

cent work for Wisconsin, getting six baskets in addi- In fencing, suggestions have been made to have each 

tion to playing a flawless defensive game. man work on one piece, or to work on all three, foils, 

The box scores: saber, and duelling sword. 

WISCONSIN (32) MARYLAND (30) 
FG FT PF FG FT PF Indoor Track 

Rewey, f-c-.-6 0 2 Chalmers, f-.-3 0 1 With the cross country season completed, Coach Tom 

Steen, f.------5 0 1 Ronkin, f-----4 2 1 E. Jones will now turn his attention to developing a 
Vaicek, f-c---1 0 2 Chase, f------0 0 0 track team that is capable of defending last year’s Big 

Tornowske, f-0 0 0 Norris, c-----0 0 0 Ten championship. 
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Prospects for an indoor championship at the present freshmen completing their first semester of work will 
time are not very bright, since the loss of Capt. William be required to earn at least 14 grade points in order to 
Henke in the quarter mile, Sam Bebr in the shot put, evade the probation axe of the faculty. For the second 
Vernon Goldsworthy in the half mile, MacClure semester he must earn 15 grade points, and it is raised 
Thompson in the mile, and Loren Gafke and Homer to 16 for the first semester sophomore. Juniors and 
Davidson from the relay team leaves a gap that is hard seniors with lower than a 1. average also are placed on 
to fill. probation. “One of the chief purposes of probation is to 

There are several bright spots in Coach Jones’ gloom, help students conform to standards of scholarship, and 
however. Capt. Ted Shaw will stand an excellent to remind them of the relation between the prevailing 
chance of repeating his high jump victory. Ralph Lov- standards and their own scholastic attainment; the ele- 
shin, who finished third to Tommy Warne of North- vation of standards in the college of letters and science 
western and Verne McDermott of Illinois last year, is resulting from the adoption of the Fish committee re- 
given an easy chance at the pole vaulting title, though port has accordingly necessitated a change in the pro- 

2 Greg Kabat will have to improve considerably in the bation-level,” the deans reported in announcing the 
shot put to be in the running. enforcement of the more stringent rules. 

George “Red” Wright is conceded the two mile but That the report is intended especially for non-ath- 
Brocksmith of Indiana will give him keen competition. lJetic extra-curricular activities is made evident in a 
Larry Kirk may finish first or second in the mile if he statement made by university officials following the 
returns to his last year’s form. Wisconsin will have no promulgation of the report. Prof. James F. A. Pyre, 
stars in the half mile, the quarter, the dashes, or the chairman of the athletic council, and Rube E. Wagner, 
hurdles, and the Badger mile relay team has only Jer- faculty supervisor of football eligibility, have stated 
ry Michell and Bob Bassett returning from last year’s that “a man on probation is still eligible to participate 
team. in intercollegiate sports if he has fulfilled other re- 

“wa? quirements, including an .8 average, no failures or con- 
. ditions, and a program of 14 credits.” Students in oth- . Campus Events In Review er than athletic activities must remain off probation 

(Continued from page 111) to participate in extra-curricular activities. 
Faculty members, in commenting on the report, have “wa? 

both upheld and denounced its contentions, but official 
action on the report has been withheld until the facul- ‘ 
ty committee on student life and interests meets to con- Who Should Pay the Cost of Education 
sider the changes advocated by the student group. (Continued from page 109) 
Dean Goodnight has branded certain portions of the only trained leaders, not only brethren of our shame- report as “wholly impractical,” maintaining that a ful “autocracy of brains,” but an intelligent and un- 
check-up of the eligibility of freshmen could not pos- derstanding following. The economic welfare of so- 
sibly be made. “Tf it were apparent that there were a ciety is protected, under state support of higher edu- deep-rooted desire in the hearts of the majority of the cation, through the legislative check upon the expen- 
students for self-government,” the dean said, “I for ditures of the institution. Is it not fair, then, to con- 
one should be more than glad to support it. But when clude that society receives the benefits of higher edu- 
such a desire appears restricted to a few chosen spirits cation, and profits to a still greater extent, in this re- who do not have the principle at heart, but who argue spect, by the injection of financial support by the 

_ the principle merely for the sake of one immediate ad- states, which, by the way, many states have already 
vantage—and that to the disadvantage of incoming voluntarily assumed. 

freshmen—I can’t get much steamed up about it.” Just to open the issue of the ability of the state to What the outcome of the revived age-old debate over pay, may I point out that Minnesota supports her edu- 
eligibility standards will be is unknown. If the faculty cational system entirely by wise administration of 
adopts the recommendations, wholly or in part, it will natural resources; that state support of Clemsen Col- make the individual student entirely responsible for lege, in South Carolina, has been facilitated for the 
his participation in extra-curricular activities, It will past 31 years by a small tax of 25¢ per ton of fer- 
break the ropes of faculty paternalism which tie the tilizer shipped out of that state; that a conservative student down. estimate reveals that this nation spends about 15 to 

“at 25 times as much money on cheap decorative trinkets 
Following close on the heels of the student eligibility and negligible luxuries as upon education, as we can 

report comes the announcement from the office of the assume from the survey made by Doctor Burton, for- 
dean of the college of letters and science that proba- mer President of the University of Michigan. 
tion standards for all students have been made more In view of these facts, that the state receives the 
stringent, in keeping with the rules laid down in the benefits of higher education, and that prudent state 
report the adoption of which has instituted the new management makes possible the public financial sup- 
curriculum changes. The announcement of Deans G. C. port of such desirable exponents of progress, I feel 
Sellery and Harry Glicksman adds another burden to that we should heartily support any movement in this 
the students who work in extra-curricular activities. direction. In closing, may I leave this thought with 
The standards were raised by the executive committee you, taken from the conclusion to Richard Ries Price’s 
of the college of letters and science, so it affects stu- book, “ The Financial Support of State Universities” 
dents in that college only. “The policy of public education, at public expense, 

In examining the report one finds that, beginning for the public good, should be upheld to the utmost 
with the second semester of the present school year, practical limits.” 
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W. probably more than trebled, and dairy products then 

Why ¢ Go To College unknown are now absorbed in large quantities. 

(Continued from page 107) “Hiram Smith hall was splendid and adequate in its 

sity or whether one holds a different opinion, the pres- day, but that day is past. Its laboratories and rooms 

ent facts regarding student purpose and motivation for instruction in manufacture are crowded as well 

need to be taken into account in tackling problems of as poorly arranged and equipped for research and 

academic standards, curriculum revision, student self- instruction. The cheese industry needs a new pack- 

direction, and counseling. age for cheese that will be suitable for present day 

For example, doesn’t the fact that vocational prepar- merchandising. The Wisconsin dairy school is work- 

ation is so important in the minds of entering fresh- ag this problem, but its facilities limit its oppor- 

men suggest that this condition has a direct bearing up- tunity of becoming successful. ? Pues 

on the lack of interest in required courses, the “sopho- “There are other problems pressing for solution in 

more slump”, the high percentage of failures in the all the various branches of dairy manufacturing. The 

first two years, and other signs of waste and inefficien- building and equipment for research in these are lim- 

cy common to most American universities? If students ited and inadequate for the proper instruction of those 

enter the university with the vocational purpose up- who are to operate our dairy plants in the future. 

permost in mind, and then do not come to see any sig- “The construction of a new dairy building will re- 

nificance in the study of history, mathematics, science, quire many men in its erection as well as in the fabri- 
English, or the languages as a step towards the realiza- cation of material entering into its construction. This 

tion of that purpose, it is easy to understand how with means not only the employment of LBbOr in Madison, 

many of them interest may decrease and energy be di- but also in many factories in other cities.” 

verted into “activities”, social life, and so on. To these “wa? 

students, lacking perhaps in imagination or intellectu- ¥ fe 4 

al background, most of their studies may seem imprac- Robes Meter About $11,000 is provided for Univer- 
tical and useless, as well as dull. To University sity of Wisconsin scholarships in the 

If the analysis up to this point is correct to any con- ’ willl of the late Miss Mary Hill, Madi- 

siderable degree, then there are several important ques- son, who died Sept. 21. Miss Hill was formerly house- 

tions which face the university. Regarding the students mother of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority here. 

just referred to above, should the University’ recognize Miss Hill willed her stock in Kappa Kappa Gamma 

what they want (or, at least, think they want) and see sorority, amounting to $2,800, to the University, and 
that they get a specialized and “practical” vocational specified that it be added to the Helen Remington Olin 

education? Or, should the University (assuming that it scholarship. _ : 

believes these students are now being offered what they The remainder of her. estate, amounting to about 

really want and should have) attempt to make more ob- $8,200, will go to the University for the establishment, 

vious the significance of the “basic” and “cultural” of a scholarship, to be called the Kappa Kappa Gam- 

studies to the purpose which these students have in ma scholarship, according to the terms of the will. 

mind? Or, again, should the University set up clearly way 

and specifically other purposes and objectives, point out 3 ee : : 

that some courses (such as, the B. A. general course) eee To provide a training in freehand sketching, 

do not aim to give definite vocational preparation, and By Mail” useful for persons in many professional and 

attempt to discourage the attendance of some of these aero industrial lines, the University Extension di- 
students? vision is offering a new course of that name written 

Should the student who states that his purpose for by Lawrence E. Blair, instructor in drawing. 

attending the University is purely vocational, but who This course of 16 assignments, taught by the home- 

has not yet chosen a vocation and therefore intends to study method, introduces the procedure for making 

begin a general course in the College of Letters and sketches to be used in conferences with executives, 
Science, be advised to stay out of college? If not, designers, inventors, and draftsmen. The instruction 

should the University ignore his purpose or recognize may also be applied in the sketching of parts needed 
it; help him realize it or attempt to broaden and for Tepairs, improvements, additions, or changes in 

change it? equipment or structures, or for laboratory records. 

These questions are intended to be merely suggestive It is also offered to salesmen to enhance their sales 

of the possibilities of applying the data on student pur- ability through effective illustration. 

pose to the college problems which are in the fore- “or 

ground at present. If student purpose is an important 

factor in academic achievement, as most educators be- Our Apologies to D. K. E. 

lieve it is, then such data may prove useful, as well as In the Alumni Magazine for November Delta Kappa 

Sean “ate cunenee he a oe Epsilon fraternity was listed as one of the social fra- 
: : : ternities on probation. This is incorrect. The Dekes 

college education in America. were originally listed as being on probation accord- 
“> ing to the original tabulation sent out by the Univer- 

* E sity statistician. They were later given the privilege 

While The Clock Strikes The Hour of using certain make-up grades of their members in 

(Continued from page 117) compiling their chapter average. These grades boost- 

much superior quality. The production of butter has ed the average sufficiently to remove the stigma of 

more than doubled, cheese production is six. times probation. Our apologies and congratulations to 

greater, the sale of milk for fluid consumption has D.K.E. 
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y ‘ his or her dues. Others, because they believe in Wis- 

Retarding and Accelerating Growth consin and can afford to, will contribute extra. Still 

‘ others give of their time and thought and volunteer 
Made Possible Through Glands service. So, won’t you do as much as you can? Our 

(Continued from page 115) objectives and program need you and are for you.” 

pole deprived of its thyroid is unable to become a Congratulations, New York Alumni! 
frog though it continues to live and may grow far 
beyond the normal size of a tadpole. If at any time aa NTE TPE 
such a tadpole is fed thyroid, it promptly changes. 

“It is evident from experiments which already have 
been conducted on the ductless glands system that we an The 
have in the internal secretions of the human body a be ' 
series of powerful agents which profoundly influence ep (i M ’ 
our body structure, our health, and our whole person- - e \ ens 
ality,” Prof. Guyer said. “It is hoped that the experi- ‘ a U . 
ments which are now being conducted at the Uni- ial oy: nion 
versity will show further influences of these internal | 
body agents, and that methods of making them useful / Board 
will be discovered.” , 

“> _ Presents 

With The Badger Clubs GRE GOR 
New York Alumni Club 
(Continued from page 125) 

were on the campus at Madison. Yet, when a review is Pp | ATAGO RS K | 
made of University of Wisconsin Alumni activities in 
New York City, it is surprising how well the associa- CELLIST 
tion keeps alive the feeling for Wisconsin and its spirit. 5 : 

“Over 300 different alumni (exclusive of guests) have February 24 Memorial Union 
attended one or more Association activities Tickets: at-the- Union Desk 
during the current year 

250 persons attended our annual dinner-dance ee 
at the St. Regis last spring 

185 were at the special Round Table meet- 

ing at the American Museum of Natural 

History this fall—a high water mark 
152 tickets were sold for the special train to 7 

Philadelphia for the Wisconsin-Pennsyl- K T h 
vania game and an additional large num- eep In Ouc 
ber of alumni went to the game using h 
other means of transportation 7 

35 was the average attendance at the various wit the 
Round Table meetings last winter i * a ‘e 

‘106 seats of our observation car at the Pough- A thi t S t t 
keepsie Regatta were disposed of without ]@ Ic I ua ion 
difficulty 

50 entertained the Wisconsin crew at dinner Wi : 
and theatre. Tuesday luncheons at Planters at ISCONSI n 
Restaurant, 124 Greenwich St., have ranged 
in attendance from one-half dozen to 50 also you will be sure to receive the 40th 
Over 740 Wisconsin names are now on our ‘ 5 f the Daily Cardinal 
mailing list each receiving a Directory— anniversary issue of the Daily ardinal. 
and, from now on a Bulletin Read Glenn Frank’s discussion of the 

7 289 people have paid annual dues University’s current problems written To these activities are added two more objectives: . se ss 
(1) The underwriting of two scholarships of $225 each, exclusively for the Daily Cardinal. 
in the past largely carried by the women alumni, and 
(2) the operation, on a modest basis to begin with, of Se ih A as ee et eee 

an Employment and Professional Service Bureau. The | am enclosing $2.00 for the DAILY CARDINAL Subscription. 
latter potentially can be of service to every member of Good until June 8th, 1932. 
our Association. 

“The fraternal spirit in our New York Wisconsin Name. - ~~~ -- 2222-22222 22 eee n ene n enn e ene n eee e eee 
Group is growing with beneficial results. In the name StiG6t) iol heme eotumwenusbecescotoueced 
of Wisconsin, which has done much for us, let’s do City and Statens. ese tus tte cmesce trees sas oa 
something for it. The least everyone can do is to pay Mn 
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Mr. Krez: Well, that is a fact, is it not? 

Uteritz Recommended Athletic Director Mr. Pyre: Yea : 

(Continued from page 110) Mr. Krez: Well, the faculty members are in control of 

if he did, his position would be extremely difficult. that, are they not? : 

Few imagined that Little would resign before the re- Mr. Pyre: Well, they are in control if they vote solidly. 

organization of the athletic department and -the legis- Perhaps this answers your question as to why they 
lative investigation were completed. To some whose voted that Ay es 4 ? 

imaginations were extremely flexible, the resignation Mr. Krez: (interrupting) They did vote solidly on 

of “Big George” was an admission of defeat on his part Thistlethwaite? ; 
by Thistlethwaite. In view of subsequent events this Mr. Pyre: They did on an informal ballot. 

view appeared completely without foundation. Mr. Krez: And what was the reason? 
, . Mr. Pyre: They didn’t vote to make that ballot formal. 

When the council convened on December 28, Prof. : : 

J. F. A. Pyre, chairman of the council and faculty rep- Mer Krez: Who: wasvesponsible-for: that? 
Se Soe _ Mr. Pyre: I don’t think you can say any individual 

resentative in the Big Ten for some years, presented : : : 
. : mar 5 was responsible. The committee decided—that is, a 

the resignation of Thistlethwaite dated December 28. 5 b f th ditee detided—it t 

The council accepted both resignations. ec ee a ain Ron ae fe Decided at was 
desirable to work in a block that way. 

Prof. Pyre and several of the faculty members of the Mr. Krez: What was the original reason for working 

Council immediately attempted to install Thistle- in a block? 
thwaite as director. To the alumni members and the Mr. Pyre: I think it was simply to indicate the faculty 

student representative, this action was completely un- was in control of the situation. 

satisfactory. After considerable jockeying the meeting Mr. Krez: To indicate to whom? 

adjourned to the following day, when after several Mr. Pyre: Well, anybody. 

hours of further discussion, Uteritz was named by a Mr. Krez: But that was not published. 

unanimous vote of the Council members, Altho desir- Mr. Pyre: It seemed to be pretty well known. 

able from many points of view, the faculty members of Mr. Krez: Well, I didn’t know it until today, as a mat- 

the Athletic council refused to consider the possibili- ter of fact, so how could it indicate the faculty were in 

ties of an alumnus as director of athletics. control? 

Coincident with their appointment of Uteritz, the Mr. Pyre: Indicate within the group itself. 

Council announced a new set-up in the athletic depart- Mr. Krez: Then, as a matter of fact, even though they 

ment. Hereafter there will be four distinct divisions in had six votes out of ten, the faculty were in control. 

the department: 1. intercollegiate athletics, 2. intra- Mr. Pyre: Yes, they were—I beg pardon; I don’t mean 

mural athletics, 3. required physical education work, to contradict. 
and 4, the course in physical education teaching for Mr. Krez: How could they be in control if the man 

men. No announcement has been made as yet regard- who was elected was not appointed? 

ing the men who will head these various departments, Mr. Pyre: Well, it was purely an informal ballot. 

altho it is expected that the present incumbents will Mr. Krez: Did the athletic committee request the resig- 

retain their posts. The men now in charge of these nation of Mr. Little? 
branches of work are Joe Steinauer, intramurals; Prof. Mr. Pyre: In a certain sense, yes; as a matter of fact, 

Masley, required physical education; and Coach Guy they didn’t ask him to resign. 

Lowman, course in physical education teaching for Mr. Krez: Mr. Little didn’t submit his resignation on 

man. his own free will, on his own motion, did he? 

The legislative investigation is still under way and Mr. Pyre: Well, that action also is not a final action, 
nothing definite can be said as to what the results but an expression of opinion had been taken of it; he 
might be. Various members of the department have was apprised of it, and he resigned. 
been interviewed by the committee and it will prob- Mr. Krez: What would be your reasons for requesting 

ably be several weeks before a report is made. An er- his resignation or wanting his resignation? 

roneous report concerning the cost of football and the Mr. Pyre: Well, we differed on the committee. 

costs per touchdown for the past season was some- Mr. Krez: I am not asking you to give me the opinions 

what instrumental in starting this unnecessary action of each man on it; but would you give me some of the 

on the part of the legislature. Prof. Pyre’s testimony opinions in that regard? 

at the hearing, in part, follows:— Mr. Pyre: Well, the substance of it was we had the im- 

Mr. Krez: You are a member of the athletic council? pression that he had not run the affairs of the depart- 
Mr. Pyre: Yes, sir. ment competently. 

Mr. Krez: How many members are there on that ath- pe ce ae wondering just where, where he had 
letic council? fallen down 

Mr. Pyre: There are 10 at present. Mr. Pyre: In a number of things. 
Mr. Krez: Does the athletic council control the athletic Mr. Krez: Was it a question of there being too many 
situation at the University? persons being employed? 

Mr. Pyre: We usually deal through the director of ath- Mr. Pyre: In part. 

letics. Mr. Krez: Didn’t the athletic council have to O K 
Mr. Krez: Why was it that the faculty members of the every appointment? 

committee voted solidly to name Thistlethwaite as di- Mr. Pyre: You are right. 

rector of athletics? Mr. Krez: Then, isn’t the fault more squarely upon the 

Mr. Pyre: Did they vote solidly? regents or athletic council than upon George Little? 
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Mr. Pyre: Well, we have to confess to complicity. thing definite, that the council’s action is rather un- 
Mr. Krez: Well, you had the veto power on any ap- timely. Unless there is some definite reason for it, it 
pointments he might have made, did you not? seems to me Mr. Little is being made the goat. 
Mr. Pyre: Yes. Mr. Schmiege: Just following that up, so our records 
Mr. Krez: Did you ever exercise that? are complete on that—maybe you have answered this 
Mr. Pyre: Not in the cases, of course, of the appoint- and maybe you haven’t—do you know of any one spe- 
ments that were made. cific reason why George Little was asked to resign? 
Mr. Krez: Did you ever exercise it in cases that were Mr. Pyre: No—you mean a really specific incident? 
not made? Mr. Schmiege: Do you know of anything, Mr. Pyre, in 
Mr. Pyre: Yes. We exercised it, perhaps, not as a di- the way of a definite reason why he was asked to re- 
rect veto power, but we resisted expansion from time sign? Do you know of any reason whatsoever? 
to time. Mr. Pyre: Not in the way of a particular incident, if 
Mr. Krez: Was there any dissatisfaction with his pro- that is what you mean. , 
gram in general among the athletic council? Mr. Schmiege: It was a feeling? 
Mr. Pyre: Well, I would not say his program in gen- Mr. Pyre: It was; I mean it was the result of an accu- 
eral. mulation of experiences. 
Mr. Krez: Well, I am just trying to gather just what Mr. Krez: Did the making of any schedules have any- 
fault the athletic council found with him, wherein he thing to do with it? 
fell down as an athletic director. Mr. Pyre: I don’t think so? 
Mr. Pyre: Well, that is a rather hard question to bring Mr. Krez: Isn’t it a fact that the Northwestern game, 
a definite answer to. which would have been a money-maker, was dropped 
Mr. Krez: Well, there must have been a definite reason because Thistlethwaite didn’t want to take another 
why his resignation was requested. beating? 
Mr. Pyre: We did not precisely request his resignation. Mr. Pyre: Maybe that entered. 
Mr. Krez: Well, not, perhaps, precisely, but the effect Mr. Krez: Isn’t it a fact that you have more to do with 
of it was the same, was it not? the making up of schedules than the athletic director 
Mr. Pyre: Yes; it was handed in. has? 
Mr. Krez: What were those reasons? Mr. Pyre: No, I don’t think so—we only approve 
Mr. Pyre: Well, as I have said, I think there were dif- schedules. To be sure there was a tentative schedule 
ferent reasons with different men. drawn up for Mr. Little and Mr. Thistlethwaite, who 
Mr. Krez: Well, what were the different reasons dif- went down to that meeting. 
ferent men had? Mr. Krez: And that tentative schedule was approved 
Mr. Pyre: General business incompetence. you first? 
Mr. Krez: But he was not the business manager. Mr. Pyre: By the council yes. 
Mr. Pyre: Well, that is rather a quibble, I think, isn’t Mr. Krez: It is a fact that the council agreed to drop 
it? He is responsible for the organization and running that game as a concession to Thistlethwaite, isn’t it? 
of the department. Mr. Pyre: They approved the schedule after it was 
Mr. Schmiege: Well, Mr. Pyre, just what specific thing brought back—a schedule which did not include 
did George Little do that merited that particular brand Northwestern. 
upon him as being incompetent as a business manager? Mr. Krez: They approved a tentative schedule before- 
What were some of the things that promoted that con- hand which left Northwestern out? 
clusion? Mr. Pyre: Yes—nop left it in there, and that I think is 
Mr. Pyre: I suppose it was doing business over a con- where the criticism has been lodged; I have heard the 
siderable number of years, feeling that matters were criticism made before, even by members of the council. 
somewhat confused. : Mr. Schmiege: (interrupting) Just what action was 
Mr. Schmiege: You are not answering my question. taken by the athletic council in the way of requesting 
What one thing did he do, if anything, that merited George Little’s resignation? What was the set-up? 
that conclusion? Mr. Pyre: Don’t think I don’t want to answer, gentle- 
Mr. Pyre: I wouldn’t say one definite thing. men, but some of those questions are a little hard to 
Mr. Schmiege: Well, name one. answer in a concrete way. You want to know— 
Mr. Pyre: I don’t think I can. Mr. Schmiege: I want to know; I’d like to know by 
Mr, Schmiege: In other words, you don’t know of any what authority whoever went to George Little and 
one thing? asked him that? 
Mr. Pyre: I would not pick out any definite thing—it Mr. Pyre: A committee consisting of the business man- 
was an accumulation of things. ager, Phillips, and Prof. Moore and myself. 
Mr. Schmiege: Well, what are those things? Mr. Schmiege: The three of you? Just what led up to 
Mr. Pyre: I can only sum them up—feeling of a bun- that—did you have a straw vote in the athletic council? 
gling way of doing business for us; some times a vacil- Mr. Pyre: Yes. 
lation, which nobody accuses of having been the re- Mr. Krez: Of all members? 
sult of any intention to mislead anybody. Mr. Pyre: In that particular case it was not a straw 
Mr. Schmiege: You are very indefinite, Mr. Pyre, in vote—it was an expression of opinion. 
answering. Mr. Krez: By whom? 
Mr. Pyre: You gentlemen must realize how difficult it Mr. Pyre: All members of the council. 
is to formulate a definite charge where it is a question Mr. Krez: Including the student and the three alumni? 
of business incompetence. Mr. Pyre: Yes. 
Mr. Krez: It strikes me, Mr. Pyre, unless there is some- Mr. Schmiege: And what was that vote, Mr. Pyre? 
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Mr. Pyre: Unanimously. curity of tenure. I don’t think many would take that 

Mr. Schmiege: Unanimous that it— seriously. 

Mr. Pyre: (interrupting) It was unanimous that it was Mr. Krez: Wasn’t that really the reason for the coun- 

not desirable he continue. cil’s action; that is, for the faculty members of the 

Mr. Schmiege: Who was it brought that matter before council voting for Mr. Thistlethwaite? 

the council? Mr. Pyre: Well, that element did enter in, but merely 

Mr. Pyre: I don’t remember. to the extent that men have the feeling that there 

Mr. Schmiege:Was it yourself, Mr. Pyre? Mr. Pyre, should be engaged in positions such as that of head 

would it be any violation of the Big Ten Rules if the coach men who are worthy of a certain security of 
faculty committee was cut out entirely? tenure, who should not be hired and fired. | 
Mr. Pyre: Oh, yes; very decidedly. Mr. Schmiege: Don’t you think, Mr. Pyre, in the way 

Mr. Schmiege: Would it be a violation if the majority of financial receipts, if you went out and secured a 
of the council were alumni instead of faculty? man of national reputation, the gate receipts would be 

Mr. Pyre: Yes it would; as a matter of fact, you know, vey matenally anieneased? 
gentlemen, when I was—the constitution of the council Mr. Pyre: I “ae not sure; I ok een i is 
was changed about three years ago by the addition of Mr. Schmiege: That seems to be a Cea Petes 
two more alumni representatives, and at the first meet- the state—that it would. Going bac SaLeeA 2 ye 
ing of the council I confess I personally raised the wou numicmben when Weiman was considered as coac! 
question whether we, under that constitution of three Mr. Pyre = ved R aseinei ‘ 

professors, and the business manager and dean of men Mr. ane Did you oppose the signing of Weiman 

ex-officio, with three alumni and a student, whether we 215 COAG, perry (No eo i alit 
had, as an administrative body, what would pass mus- Mr. Schmiege: Don’t you t ink the faculty-contro om 
ter as faculty control, and it was at that time Dr. there is more or less antiquated; that it would be bet- 

Schmidt was asked, in order to get what might be re- ter to ISD OSS with it entirely? ae 
garded as faculty control. That is the fundamental law Sk oe douse OU cancel Sais da 
on which the conference is based. pe EON Sy ECR Senne e 

Mr. Krez: Am I to understand from your statement all pa ae ae eae ie forthe eta eal a 

Big Ten schools have a council similar to this? ct tee ee Bis en pane nar age 

7 aoe Laid is a fact, is it? Mr. Pyre: To be an integral part of the activities of an g 
Me Deus, ¥. a that ne 7 ni fact: Biers ish't educational institution. 
i yre: fad a tal act; fu any 2 a ai aay Mr. Schmiege: As a matter of fact, has it interfered 

i ing aici Fis amental = s oS a aad o Soe with the directorship of athletics—the athletic council? 
ee . ie Tequlrerien at they shall have faculty Mr. Pyre: I don’t think so. 

Control OF alMencss Mr. Schmiege: Who was it got Jack Ryan to sign up 
Mr. Krez: Why is it the other schools don’t seem to here as coach in 1922? 

take the faculty quite as seriously as Wisconsin does? Mr. Pyre: I think that was when Mr. Jones was acting 

Mr. Pyre: I know one or two cases where the faculty director. 
has not been taken quite seriously enough, and they Mr. Schmiege: As a matter of fact, didn’t Mr. Jones op- 
have got into a great deal of trouble. pose the signing up of Jack Ryan? 
Mr. Krez: Just what qualifications did the council Mr. Pyre: I don’t remember that he did. 

think Thistlethwaite had for athletic director? Was it Mr. Schmiege: As a matter of fact, he did, but the 
because he was a Phi Beta Kappa and a gentleman, as council signed him up anyway; and the same council 
the paper stated? that signed up Ryan asked him to resign at the end of 
Mr. Pyre: They think he is a fine and able man, but . the 1924 football season. Do you recall that ? 

they recognize in this particular situation he is at a Mr. Pyre: I don’t recall the Jones incident; I didn’t 

great disadvantage. know Mr. Jones was opposed, but at the same time I 

Mr. Krez: Wasn’t there a movement on foot in the fac- would not say he wasn’t. 

ulty itself—not the athletic council now, but in the Mr. Schmiege: In other words, it indicates there that 
facuty—to pass a faculty resolution to the effect This- the director of athletics is subservient, in the activities 

tlethwaite should be retained? of the athletic department, to the athletic council— 

Mr. Pyre: If there was any personal intention in that they ignore his suggestions. As a matter of fact, Mr. 
resolution, I think it was unfortunate. The faculty Pyre, doesn’t the athletic council appose the appoint- 
didn’t wish to make any expression that had to do ment of a powerful man as football coach because of 
with the personal end; it was all eliminated, and any- the reason they Teebthey. are unable to control him? 

thing that had any flavor of appearing to support any Mr. Pyre: No, I don’t think so. You mean control him 
individual was cut out. anes SNUOULE Boe he si 

oy «s F x Mr. Schmiege: Control him in the matter of running 
Mr. Krez: Well, now, it is the general impression that his departnient 

there was a movement on foot in the faculty to retain Mr. Pyre: No; I don’t see anything in that. 

Glenn Thistlethwaite because he had a full professor- Mr. Schmiege: Did the athletic council make any ef- 

ship and that some of the members of the faculty con- fort to get any man outside of Wisconsin to take the 

sidered it would be an unfortunate precedent to set for position of director of athletics out here? 

a professor to be dismissed, is that it? Mr. Pyre: You mean at the present time? 
Mr. Pyre: I think that would be only in case of men Mr. Schmiege: Yes. 

who take a very extreme view of what they call se- Mr. Pyre: No. 
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